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Toreword

Manv vears ago, Ding Darling, the eminent

political cartoonist and conservationist,

advised a young museum preparatory stu-

dent, "If you religiously make five or six

sketches every day for the next five years

vou will become an artist." The young man
was Mavnard Reece, who went on to win

the Federal Duck Stamp contest five times

and whose canvases of waterfowl and other

wildlife now command prices in five figures.

In my youth I would have benefited

from similar advice. In my teens I prided

myself on detail so fine that it would
require a handglass to separate the hairline

brush strokes. Like the work of so many
other young people who aspire to be wild-

life artists, my earlier efforts were lovingly

done but far too tight and self-conscious.

Then at the age of eighteen, I packed my
bags and mv brushes and went to art

school, the Art Students' League in New
York City.

At that elegant old building on 57th

Street I enrolled in the class of Kimon Nic-

olaides, whose book The Natural Way to

Draw is still a classic a half century later.

Nicolaides taught us to keep our eyes on

the model while feeling things out on

paper, first tentatively with light delinea-

tion, then more positively with stronger

confirming lines. To this day I sketch much
as I was taught by Nicolaides. Had I

enrolled in Bridgeman's class at the League

(I couldn't, because his classes were full), I

would have learned to draw by blocking in

the shapes of things rather than by feeling

them out with a fluid line. The schematic

drawings in my held guides might not seem
to bear this out, but that is another story.

The problem with wild things, par-

ticularly birds, is that their movements are

so quick and incisive that one must have a

photographic memory to arrest an action or

a posture in a sketch. As an art student I

became accustomed to having a model up
there on the stand, holding the same pose

for half an hour at a time. But when I made
the long ride by subway and elevated train

XI
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Gentoo penguins from the Antarctic.

to the Bronx Zoo as I did once a week, I

found that the only birds that would remain

as still as the models at the League or the

Academy were the great horned owl and
the shoe-billed stork. My sketchpads were

filled with owls and shoebills, and little

else. Eventually I could render either of

these birds with only five or six strokes of

my pencil.

Although I frequently refer to my 35

millimeter transparencies as a memory jog,

I enjoy wildlife photography for its own
sake; it is action. Drawing, on the other

hand, is cerebral. Whereas a photograph is

a record of a fleeting instant, a drawing is a

composite of the artist's experience and
selectivity. The person who sketches can

edit out, delete unnecessary clutter, choose

position, and stress basic shape and pat-

tern, unmodified—or modified—by tran-

sitory light and shade. The artist has far

more options than the photographer, and
far more control. This is not a diatribe

against photography. I am an obsessive

photographer. It is my therapy, but I am
fully aware of the differences. Whereas a

photograph can have a living immediacy, a

good drawing is really more instructive.

One well-known waterfowl artist told

me that he often sketched from his 16 milli-

meter movie film. To do so, he made a short

loop of film, two feet or so, joined end to

end so that when it went through the pro-

jector time after time he could analyze the

flight of a duck or a goose. The same wing-

strokes would be repeated again and again

until he understood exactly what hap-

pened. Thus the sketches he drew after

studying his film were not unlike those he
might have made in the field; they had
movement. The action was not frozen as it

would have been had he copied a single

frame of film.

In January, 1971, when Sir Peter Scott

and I were in a Zodiac looking for the rare

Auckland teal along the shores of Enderby
Island in the Aucklands, we spotted a

strange penguin in a small, rocky cave. I

leaped ashore with my Nikon; Peter stayed

in the Zodiac and took out his sketchpad.

As we examined the bird at close range, we
debated—was it a Snares penguin or a

Fiordland? The two look very much alike.

Peter said we would know for sure when
we got back to the ship and our reference

library. His drawing would tell us. "You
will have to wait until you return to Con-

necticut," he said, "to see your processed

photographs."

He was right. His sketch accurately

showed the white marks on the cheek and

the lack of bare pink skin at the base of the

bill. It was a Fiordland penguin, a stray far

from its home in New Zealand. Confirming

the identification of rare birds by sketching

is standard practice among hardcore birders

in Britain. The rules are that the sketch

must be made on the spot without being

influenced by the illustration in a field

guide.

I have found that when I am on a

guided tour in the Antarctic or on safari in

East Africa there is little opportunity to

sketch. Too many things are happening too

fast. If a cruise director allows us only two

hours ashore in a colony of 100,000 pen-

guins, I am more likely to use my camera.
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Sketching takes time. Therefore, when trav-

eling l prefer to have my own car or win,

and plenty of time to dawdle ii there is an

opportunity to sketch.

Somehow mv fellow tour leader Keith

Shackleton has always found time to

sketch, and only recently has he invested in

a good 35 mm camera. 1 will be interested to

see whether his photography interferes

with his sketching or augments it. It is diffi-

cult to do both at once. Peter Scott eschews

the camera ,\nd leaves the photography to

his wife, Phillipa, who has a good eye for a

picture.

To return to my mention of the field

guides: Although the drawings are rather

static and patternistic, in comparative pro-

file, suggesting an exhibit of little decoys,

they serve a functional purpose which is to

teach, to make identification easy. How-
ever, a great deal of field sketching went

into the preparation of these stylized draw-

ings, more than you might realize. And
because my field guide illustrations are

what they are, many people think that is

the way I always draw birds. They are for-

mal and schematic, not avian portraits in

the Audubonesque style or the Fuertes

manner; my limited edition prints pub-

lished by Mill Pond Press are closer to those

traditions. Lately my canvases have been
going in a more painterly direction, involv-

ing environment, third dimensional activ-

itv, and movement in space.

But whatever the purpose of a painting

or the direction it may take, it should start

with numerous sketches. I may make 20 or

30 thumbnail sketches as well as some
larger ones before I decide to go ahead. Bob
Bateman does the same. Guy Cohleach
claims that he might make as many as 100

sketches before he touches brush to canvas.

Robert Henri, the great teacher at the Art

Students' League, once advised his stu-

dents to put the bulk of their effort into the

planning of a painting. He implied that if

the preliminary sketching and basic draw-

ing did not jell, no amount of fiddling and

brushwork would save the final painting.

But perhaps you, as a reader of this

instructive book by Clare Walker Leslie,

have no intention of painting for the gal-

leries; you simply want to sketch. There is

no better way to open your eyes to the nat-

ural world than to go afield with a sketch-

pad or notebook. You go beyond mere
identification naming things; you begin to

understand shape, function, movement,
and behavior. Or, if you are esthetically

inclined, you may play with line, form, and
pattern. Sketching will enhance your

awareness of the life forces, and who
knows, you might become an artist.

This new book is Clare Walker Leslie's

third. Her previous publications are Nature

Drawing: A Tool For Learning (1980, Prentice-

Hall) and Notes from a Naturalist's Sketchbook

(1981, Houghton Mifflin).

As a teacher, Clare Walker Leslie

impresses upon her students the necessity

of getting out in the field and observing, if

onlv with crude scribbles, the wild and nat-

ural behaviors and postures of their sub-

jects. More and more biology students,

birdwatchers, and those who just like the

outdoors are attending her courses. Usually

they are not artists, but wish to sketch

quickly and do not know how. Take note of

the hot tips she passes on to her students

and to you; tips derived in part from such

masters as Gunnar Brusewitz of Sweden
and John Busby of Britain, with whom she

has studied. Even for a lifelong artist such

as me, this book is an excellent refresher

course.

Roger Tory Peterson





Preface

The art of field sketching is the art of learn-

ing to observe and draw nature quickly

without worrying about the result. Its

methods are simple and its equipment is

modest. The sketch enables the viewer to

concentrate on recording key features of a

subject, its activity and its environment, or

simply to record a moment spent being out-

doors, watching. Other forms of drawing

take too long, demand more skill, and
require that more equipment be lugged

along. Field sketches can be worked over

and refined into finished drawings or paint-

ings later on or simply left as memory jot-

tings. Without the concern for producing a

finished work, anyone can do a series of

quick sketches while bird watching, hiking

along a trail, traveling in a car, or even
walking along a city street and, by those

simple notations, experience a contact with

the natural world that can be extremely fas-

cinating. Much of what I know about

nature has come by using sketching to

watch, to question, and to learn about a

world that often goes otherwise unnoticed.

Wildlife artists and scientists alike refer

repeatedly to their field sketches for the bits

of information that have been taken directly

from the subjects themselves.

Guy Cohleach, a prominent American
wildlife artist, commented, "In the field

you experience tension, the smell, the

mood, the electricity in the air, and the still-

ness. You capture the feeling and some-
thing reminds you of it—a photo or a

thumbnail sketch. . . . Usually I just do
motion lines to show a rock or limb. When I

see it back home, it all comes back."*

Because drawing technique and skill are

simplified in field sketching, time can be

spent in absorbing and studying a situation

and in recording it in the most essential

forms. Another artist said of field sketch-

ing, "If you make a drawing using fifty

lines, you make a sketch using ten."

* Patricia Van Gelder, Wildlife Artists at Work (New
York: Watson-Guptill Publications, 1982), p. 57.

XV
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Figure 1

louis agassiz (19th century Swiss scientist)

Turtle Hatching, pencil sketch

Courtesy of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University.

Louis Agassiz came to Harvard University in 1847 to take the

chair of natural history that was recently established. During his

years in America, he did much to promote public as well as

scientific interest in the study of natural history. He was often

quoted as saying, "Study from nature, not from books." He put

great emphasis on learning from nature, and told his students,

"If I succeed in teaching you how to observe, my aim will be

attained."
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["his book is intended to give you an

idea oi what field sketching is .ill about, for

the scientist as well as for the artist. It is

intended to give you respect for this tech-

nique oi drawing as a most valuable

method that is not interior to others despite

the apparent simplicity oi the images. A
good sketch caw be just as magnificent as a

good drawing. The two serve different pur-

poses. It is unfortunate that so many artists

do not show their working sketches, fear-

ing that the public will judge their ability

accordingly. Historically it has been found

that the preliminary sketches of an artist

often have been fresher and more spon-

taneous than the finished work. Although

many scientists do not sketch, those who
do find that the visual record greatly helps

to describe more graphically a particular

subject found while in the field. Before the

invention oi adequate preserving methods,

modern photography, or museums to

house collected specimens, artist-natural-

ists often accompanied scientific field trips

to make both lengthy drawings and quicker

renderings of specimens that could not be

brought back.

Although the terms sketching and draw-

ing blend and overlap, I define sketching as

that method of quick, gestural drawing that

has as its purpose the study of nature rather

than the study of drawing. Drawing, on the

other hand, I define as a method intended

to produce a finished work of art. Usually a

drawing, as opposed to a sketch, has more
detail and shows the full technical skill of its

creator. A drawing's intention is to explore

methods and technique, whereas a sketch's

intention is to explore the process of seeing

and to gather information. Often a sketch is

accompanied by written notes, making it

possible for entries to develop into a form of

nature diary or journal, as described in

Chapter 3. Although I use the term field

sketching to emphasize outdoor study, I do
include several sections on indoor sketch-

ing and numerous sketches to broaden the

topics and to allow for the natural subjects

that are inside our homes, just outside our

windows, or in museums, biology labs, or

other indoor spares. Since these terms can

be intertwined, ultimately you have to

dec ide for yourself when you are sketching

and when you are drawing. Much of it

depends on style and purpose. Often, I will

have students keep sketches in one book
and drawings in another, to keep the two
methods separate.

This book provides some fundamental

techniques for sketching nature, suggested

equipment to use, places and subjects to

sketch, some natural history information,

and many illustrations that I hope will

inspire you to begin your own study. Since

outdoor sketching involves going to a vari-

ety of locations, the book is organized by
habitat rather than by individual subject.

The ultimate purpose of this book is to help

you look more closely at the natural world

Figure 2

Student sketching at a beaver pond near the base of

Mount Washington in the White Mountains of New
Hampshire.
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and to use sketching as the means. As a longer matters to me what the drawing will

student of mine recently said, "Sketching look like. The experience of being outdoors

helps me to get over my fear of drawing. I get so watching and being so involved is much
involved looking at something that it no more valuable than any drawing."



Chapter

Equipment

The initial equipment for held sketching

should be simple, inexpensive, and porta-

ble. Particularly it you are traveling, you

want all your sketching things to fit in with

the rest of your gear and not take up extra

room. On a day trip, be able to carry all you

need in a shoulder bag, backpack, or brief-

case.

Before you buy costly paper, pens, and
pencils, look to see what you already have.

People are often inhibited by drawing be-

cause they do not know what equipment to

use. 1 have known artists to use the backs of

envelopes, scraps of paper, or bits of card-

board if that is all they have at the moment.
Go into an art store and browse. Do

not hesitate to ask about paper surfaces and
types of drawing tools, and be specific

about what your needs are. Use this chap-

ter and the drawing in Figure 1.2 for refer-

ence and for suggestions on equipment to

have. Each person develops his or her own
preferences and, depending upon whether

you are more of an artist or a scientist,

whether you will be outdoors or indoors, or

whether you will be traveling or staying

near home, you will gradually gather the

equipment that suits you best. I happen to

use an inexpensive black felt-tipped pen a

lot—but you may not like it. Remember,
though, it is not equipment that will make
you draw better but time and experience.

PAPERS

Loose Sheets of Paper

Some people prefer using individual sheets

of paper that they fasten to a clipboard and
then store later in an indexed portfolio. (See

the comments accompanying Figure 7.17.)

Good-quality drawing papers can be pur-

chased in loose sheets and cut down to any

size. Be sure to ask for drawing—not water-

color or charcoal—paper. Some beginning
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Figure 1.1

john singer sargent (American painter, 1856-1925)

Studies of Turkeys, pencil on paper
Courtesy of the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge.

Sargent did the sketch in a small notebook, probably one he carried with him
regularly, as many artists were accustomed to doing at that time. Perhaps it was
a study for a painting, or perhaps this turkey just caught his interest.

Figure 1.2

Recommended equipment to carry when
field sketching.

1. Backpack
2. Sketch pad
3. Pencil case

4. Technical drawing pencil (thin lead) or

5. Technical drawing pencil (thick lead)

6. Eraser

7. Pocket knife

8. Extra leads for drawing pencils

9. Several felt-tipped pens
10. Ball-point pen
11. Binoculars

12. Field guide books
13. Magnifying lens

14. Pencil case with a set of ten to fifteen

colored pencils

15. Small watercolor set

16. Small brush

17. Small water bottle with a top
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Figure 1.3

Clare Walker Leslie sketching, using a

t>" \ 12" spiral-bound pad, a technical

pencil, and a Geld guide to bud', lor

reference while watching a Hock ot

assorted shorebirds along the

water's edge.

students prefer to work on the inexpensive

but perfectly good duplicator bond paper,

which comes in packages of 500 sheets, 8V2"

x 11" in size. I start most of my classes

using this versatile paper and find it most

useful when working with school students

whose budgets are slim. The surface is

smooth and so will take both pen and pen-

cil, but because of its low quality it will not

take much erasing or water if you are using

a watercolor wash.

Drawing Pads

There are manv varieties of drawing pads.

Some have paper with a rough surface, best

for holding watercolor or pastels. Some
have very smooth surfaces, for holding ink

and hard pencil or for watercolor used in

the dry brush method. Spiral-bound pads
are better than glue-bound pads because

the pages can be folded back and will still

stay in the pad. But the glue-bound pads
often seem to have the better-quality

papers.

Choose a smooth-surfaced, medium-
weight paper. Grainy paper will cause a

more textured drawing and a pencil line

that can smudge unless sprayed with fix-

ative. The thin papers will not take heavy
lines well, can tear with erasing, and can

blur ink lines. Sizes of papers vary greatly,

but for most common use a 9" x 12" pad,

which can be easily held while standing,

still allows for a full page of sketches. A 5"

x 8" pad is good when traveling and can be

carried easily in a pocket. And an 11" x 14"

pad works well if you are sketching at a

table.

Field Journal

A full description of the field journal and its

uses can be found in Chapter 3. If you want
to begin a seasonal sketch journal or nature

diary, buy a hardbound drawing book. It

gives a sense of permanence to your record-

ings and can be set up so that you can use it

through one full year or through the full

course of an expedition. It also holds up
well if carried outdoors a great deal. Keep a

spiral pad for your finished drawings and
for studies in drawing technique.

Hardbound drawing books are avail-

able in most art or stationery stores.

Although they come in various sizes, the 8"

x 11" is often most suitable, since it fits well

into a day pack yet is still large enough for

good-sized sketches. Some students do pre-

fer the 6" x 9" books (as in Figure 1.4) or the

larger 11" x 14" ones. Be aware of paper

quality, as some hardbound books have
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Figure 1.4

Sketches drawn by a student while trav-

eling in Washington. These were entered

in a 6" x 9" hardbound sketchbook with a

felt-tipped pen and pencil for shading.

On returning, the student noted how the

sketches had made her observe and
remember the landscape much more
specifically.

low-grade bond paper and may cause ink

sketches to bleed through to the reverse

side. Strathmore makes a hardbound book

with a very serviceable, quality paper. In

most art stores, the bond paper type of

drawing book comes with a black cover.

The books with the red covers contain

higher-quality paper and are much more
expensive.

SKETCHING TOOLS

It is best to use either pencil or pen when
field sketching. Charcoal, pastels, or other

types of drawing tools smudge and must be

sprayed. Clarity of image can blur and the

process of sketching can become labored.

Save those tools for other drawing methods
in which any medium may be used.

-.
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Pencils

Pencils come either in the usual wooden
form or as leads contained in mechanical

holders. A technical pencil is useful in the

field because the lead can be retracted so

that it does not break in carrying. Indoors, I

prefer the lead pencil because the graphite

quality is better in my opinion, and one can

get a more varied edge on the lead point.

Technical pencils can be sharpened with a

mechanical sharpener, and those with very

thin leads need not be sharpened at all—

a

distinct advantage when you need to sketch

continuously and do not want a dull point.

Leads for both types of pencils come in

a range of weights. A 6H is very hard and is

mostly used to sketch out a drawing that

will be inked over or for drawing on tracing

paper. A 6B is very soft and will smudge
but allows for a more colorful series of

tones. Generally I use an HB or 2B pencil

when drawing plants and animals and a 3B,

4B, or 5B when drawing landscapes. The
standard number 2 yellow writing pencil is

perfectly adequate, although it does not

have the better-quality graphite of the art-

ists' pencils.

Erasers Some technical pencils have eras-

ers attached. Othewise, a white drafting

plastic eraser made by Koh-i-noor or Faber

Castel works best for careful drawings as

well as for quick sketches. The common
pink eraser is fine, although it can smear

and tear the paper. Some students prefer

the kneaded rubber erasers. Instead of rub-

bing out the image with them, you can pick

or twist it off the paper's surface. The art

gum erasers, while good for some pur-

poses, crumble and do not erase small lines

well. Whatever you use, you need to keep it

handy and to make sure you don't smear
your image when you erasing.

Pencil sharpeners While the mechanical

pencils take their own type of sharpener,

wooden pencils can be sharpened with a

pocketknife, sandpaper, X-acto blade, or

some sort of portable pencil sharpener.

Pen and Ink

It really is your personal preference

whether you use pen more than pencil.

Both have their own qualities. Use both and

Figure 1.5

This 3B pencil sketch of a wolf was one
of several sketches done on a trip to

draw the northern hemisphere mammals
on display at Harvard's Museum of Com-

parative Zoology. No more than ten

minutes were spent sketching as I stood

with my pad awkwardly propped up
while numerous school children were

curious to see what I was doing.
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see which you like better and when. And
use thorn together, as in Figure 7.15. When
using pen 1 find that my lines are more care-

ful, more scientifically diagrammatic,

though less varied in tone and color and
perhaps even less artistic. I do use pen and
ink a great deal in the field because pencil

can be difficult to get crisp images with, and
I do a lot of writing beside the sketches,

which works better with a pen for me. If I

am sketching a landscape or doing more
finished drawings of animals, I will use

pencil. Some students sketch in pencil and
write their field notes in pen. Some ink over

their initial pencil sketches later. Again, it

depends on what sort of sketch you wish to

produce.

I seldom carry my technical drawing

pens, fountain pens, or other quill pens

outdoors. Aside from their being expensive

to replace if lost, they are finicky. They can

clog, bleed ink, dry up, or congeal with the

cold. A felt-tipped pen does not produce as

fine a quality of line or as good an ink, but it

is reliable. Reliability in field sketching is

key. You do not want your equipment to

get in the way of your recording an experi-

ence. Since the ink of the felt tip is not per-

manent, a wash-over of tones with a wet

finger or watercolor brush can result in

what I call the "poor person's watercolor"

(see Figure 7.23).

Art stores now carry a variety of per-

manent ink felt-tipped markers in a number

Figure 1.6

This page was done with a felt-tipped pen in a 6" x 9" spiral pad I often carry

with me. I drew from the car window, pausing briefly for a quiet moment in an
otherwise busy day.
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Figure 1.7

JOHN busby (British artist/naturalist)

Fountain pen sketch of a young otter.

of widths and colors. Although nice to use

for a change, their lines can blur, even

through to the other side of the paper.

Another useful item to have is a ball-

point pen, either blue or black. In the rain,

it is the only tool that will not blur and yet is

dark enough to be legible. It is also some-

thing you are more likely to be carrying

with you in a pocket or backpack than a

more expensive pen. There are numerous
wildlife artists, such as Robert Bateman of

Canada, who prefer ball-point pens to other

tools when sketching outdoors.

Color Tools and
Watercolor Washes

One of the biggest drawbacks to drawing in

general is the lack of color. In the field, one
doesn't usually have time to set up a water-

color painting and rarely an oil or acrylic

study. But there are many quick ways to

add color to field sketches, enough so that if

it is referred to later, the color information

will be useful. Since there is so much won-
derful color in nature it is a pleasant change
to leave the grays and blacks of pencil and
pen for a bit of blue, orange, green, and
brown.

Colored felt-tipped pens and markers There is

a wide number of colored felt-tipped pens
that come in sets or individually. Although
the colors tend to be gaudy, they are nice to

use for quick and colorful sketching. Since

most of them are water soluable, you can

add a wet brush to them to get some water-

color effects as well. The larger permanent

ink markers can be interesting to try when
sketching landscapes where broad areas of

tone are needed and only rather abstract

forms are being defined. Again, be willing

to experiment.

Crayons Crayons can be used for additions

of color to a sketch. They do not mix well

and getting detail can be difficult. But their

brilliance and their wide range of colors at

an inexpensive price make them good to

use in the classroom. They are particularly

effective for a landscape that describes the

abstract color shapes of a scene rather than

its details.

Colored Pencils Colored pencils are per-

haps the best color tool for field sketching.

They can be used like a pencil and yet their

broad range of colors allows for a good
amount of tonal buildup. Colored pencil

can be added to a pencil sketch, as in Figure

1.8, or to a pen and ink sketch, as in Figure

7.4. They carry well when it's important to

have a limited amount of equipment. And
they can be erased. Although watercolor is

wonderful to use outdoors, it does mean
carrying along more things and is more
complicated to work with than are colored

pencils. There has been a recent increase of

interest in colored pencil drawings in both

scientific illustration and in graphic art, and
books on its use are appearing on the mar-

ket.

Two brands that I use are the Berol

Prismacolor and the Venus Spectracolor

because they blend well and their color

range is broad. Some other brands produce

a harder line and do not blend as well.

Caron d'Arche markets a set of colored pen-

cils that will turn into a watercolor wash
when a wet brush is applied. I carry a set of

thirty-five pencils with me in a plastic case

as part of my regular equipment.
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Figure 1.8

This study using fountain pen with colored pencil was done during a field

drawing class at the beach. It demonstrates how to structure a simple landscape
composition that has artistic design elements, and also conveys an awareness
of the natural history within the habitat.

Watercolor The many varied ways of using

watercolor are much too lengthy a subject

to discuss in any detail in this book. The
method I use and find most appropriate for

field study work is more in the manner of

the British tradition where a fairly dry

brush is used on a heavy piece of smooth-

surfaced paper. (I use a quality bristol

paper or illustration board more than I use

watercolor paper.) The purpose for color is

to illustrate a subject, so it is best to be as

accurate with your brush strokes as possi-

ble. I have learned this method by studying

the works of such artists as Beatrix Potter,

the British artist, naturalist, and writer of

the Peter Rabbit books; Gunnar Brusewitz,

the Swedish artist and naturalist repre-

sented in this book; John Busby, the British

artist represented here; Arthur Singer,

whose illustrations in The Birds of North

America are most useful when learning to

draw birds; and the numerous watercolor

illustrations found predominantly in chil-

dren's books.

I lay down a fairly detailed pencil

sketch before I apply any color, then go

back and add more pencil or pen if need be.

However, do not take more than forty-five

minutes on a watercolor sketch to keep the

impression fresh and unmuddied. So often

I have found that if I stop and go on with

another study, the first looks tight and
forced and the second looks freer and more
effectively rendered. Your best teacher can

be your own drawings and the process you
go through while doing them.

If you are a beginner, ask your art store

for a decent set of watercolors for roughly

ten dollars and be sure to get two or three

fairly decent brushes. For detail work, get a

size 5; for general laying in of tones, get a

size 12. Brushes come larger and smaller,

with pointed as well as flat ends. Winsor

and Newton now sells a Sketcher's Water

Colour Pocket Box (see Figure 1.2) that is only
4" x 2 1/2" and can easily fit into any pouch
or backpack. Be sure to carry a water bottle

for rinsing brushes.
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Figure 1.9

gunnar brusewitz (contemporary Swedish artist/naturalist)

Watercolor study of a tree in winter.

Speaking of his technique, Brusewitz says, "My 'method' is very simple: just

sitting on a stone or a stump with my sketchbook, making drawings from
nature with my pencils. That's in fact all. Back in my studio, I start with

brushes and watercolors ... 1 don't like to overdo my sketches. I like them
fresh and not too detailed and perfect ... I always have a small pocket

sketchbook with me when I am outdoors. If I find anything interesting, I stop

for a very rough pencil sketch, and if it still interests me when I am back in my
studio I try to make something out of it." [Personal communications, August
and December, 1982.]
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Figure 1.10

john busby (Contemporary British artist/

naturalist)

Great tit and robin sketches.

Charcoal pencil with color wash tones.

With just a few strokes, Busby is able to

define the basic posture and shape of

these birds. This has come from many
years of continuous observation and

drawing.
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1 do not recomend using acrylic or oil

in sketching because a fair amount of equip-

ment is required and it can take longer to

complete a work.

OTHER USEFUL EQUIPMENT

Drawing Board

If you want to sketch on loose sheets of

paper, clip them to a heavy cardboard (I use

8V2" x 11" mat board for my beginning stu-

dents) or to a piece of masonite. Art stores

supply masonite drawing boards of varying

sizes that are very nicely made and are use-

ful for carrying outdoors. I use an 18" x 19"

masonite board (propped up to a 45° angle)

when drawing indoors and a 15" x 16" mas-

onite board when carrying along an assort-

ment of paper to sketch outdoors.

Clips

Paper clips, rubber bands, or other clasps

are convenient to hold paper down when
the wind is blowing or to mark your place

in a journal.

Six-inch Ruler

A 6" ruler can be useful for measuring pro-

portions of a plant or animal when size is

important for identification.

Carrying Cases

Inexpensive zippered pencil cases hold an

assortment of pens, pencils, erasers, and

sharpeners. They can be purchased at any

art or stationery store. Larger boxes can be

cumbersome, and the plastic case forces

you to carry only the essentials.

Carrying Bag or Day Pack

Camping supply stores are well equipped

with satchels, bags, and cases to suit camp-

ers' every need. I use a small day pack for

my sketching gear, since it is large enough
to carry the basics and no more.

Binoculars and Hand Lens

Binoculars are indispensible if you are

sketching birds, animals, and even land-

scapes at any distance. The size most com-

monly used has a maginification of 7 and a

diameter of field vision measuring 35,

which are the figures represented in the for-

mula that describes the various types of

binoculars. The most popular types that

bird-watchers carry are 7 x 35 or 8 x 40.

The brands, however, greatly vary in price

and quality. A small hand lens or magnify-

ing glass is handy when looking at small

parts of plants, insects, or anything with

fine detail.

Camera

Many wildlife artists become skilled pho-

tographers so that they have their own pic-

tures as reference material, with such

details as coloration, individual features of

an animal or plant, or the composition of a

landscape. If I am having difficulty isolating

a particular landscape to sketch, I will

sometimes look through my camera to help

frame a scene with the most interesting

compositional elements.

But a camera cannot be selective, nor

can it describe more than what the lens

sees. A sketch, on the other hand, can

interpret, can combine several images into

one, and does not need to wait for labora-

tory development. Use your own pho-

tographs in conjunction with field sketches,

other people's photographs, skinned spec-

imens, and, of course, with the subject

itself. Most wildlife artists refer to pho-

tographs at one point or another in their

work, and, in fact, most have extensive

photo files coded according to species or

habitat. But they will tell you that it has

been the hours in the field observing the
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animals directly that has given them the

best knowledge of their subjects. A good
eye can usually spot those paintings which
have been done from photographs and not

from the living model.

American novelist Eudora Welty made
a fine point about her use of a camera,

much as the artist would: "My little inex-

pensive Kodak was a hand-held auxiliary of

my wanting to know. I could bring home
whatever I saw and see it again as if slowed
down. A snapshot caught a moment to

keep, yet a moment that of itself showed
life running."* So it can be with sketching.

A word of caution, though: If you are

publishing your drawings and their subject

has been taken from a photograph, make
certain you do not directly copy pose or

composition without permission from the

photographer because copyright laws are

strict on this matter.

Plastic Bags or Bottles

Plastic bags of varying sizes can be large

enough to protect you or your equipment in

a sudden downpour or can be used to sit

on. Small bags can hold small specimens for

later identification or for more detailed

drawing once back home. Bottles are good
for any fragile items such as bones, egg
cases, and seed pods or for temporarily

catching insects to be sketched more
closely.

Field Guide Books
and Further References

Limit what you take into the field. At most,

bring along one bird- and one plant-identi-

fication guide. The two I use most often are

Chandler S. Robbin's A Guide to Field Identi-

fication of Birds of North America and Roger
Tory Peterson's A Field Guide to Wildflowers.

But, the best thing to do is to make your
sketches descriptive enough to work out

* The Boston Globe, April 29, 1983.

identification later when you're back home.

It wastes precious observation time to be

riffling through books instead of observing

and memorizing the subject at hand. (See

Figure 6.18 for an example of diagnostic

sketches done without a guide book.)

Listed in the bibliography are a

number of other guides that I have found

helpful. Go to the library and look through

their nature/natural science section, or

browse in a local bookstore. Often some of

the best natural history books are in the

children's sections of libraries and book-

stores. Since those who study natural his-

tory have done so mostly on their own, you
will find that much learning will occur by

developing your own paths of interests. It

does help to find out what local environ-

mental organizations are doing in the way
of field trips, courses, and other programs.

Ask at your library or local Chamber of

Commerce. Increasingly, colleges are open-

ing their biology departments to field study

courses, and there are growing oppor-

tunities to go on natural history study trips

with local, state, national, and international

organizations.

Appropriate Clothing

Since, by definition, most field sketching is

done outdoors, learn to dress for the

weather. You may be out thirty minutes or

all day. It is difficult to sketch when the

fingers are too cold to hold the pencil. And
yet, some of the most exciting sketching can

be done under the worst conditions, when
animals are more active or the light on a

landscape is more dramatic. Wear fin-

gerless gloves, blow warm air frequently

onto your hands, keep moving, and bring

along a warm drink. Be sure to have along a

wool hat, extra sweaters, and so on.

For the hot days, bring along dark

glasses to take the glare off the white paper,

cool clothing, and a thermos of water and a

snack. If too hot, find a tree to sit under, but

be aware of the shadows and lights coming
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Figure 1.11

Student sketching a tree felled and then chewed by a beaver in the White
Mountains of New Hampshire. As this was November and quite chilly, we
were all dressed warmly and did not sketch long. Notice that the student is

using a hardbound sketchbook and an ordinary pencil.

through form the waving leaves which can

dapple your drawing page. Some of my
most memorable sketching times have been
in the worst weather, when rain has splat-

tered my paper and wind has blown the

hair into my eyes. One time I was out on a

desolate and rainswept beach when up
came a gyrfalcon flying over the dunes after

a flock of shorebirds. I would not have mis-

sed the chance to sketch despite the wet
and chill.

Folding Camp Stool, Waterproof
Pillow, or Foam Pad

I do not carry things to sit on, since I find

them just one more item to hold. But, if you
are to be in one place for a while, they can
be most practical. I usually sketch standing
or sitting on my jacket or on a rock.

A Word On Collecting

Do not pick, collect, or cut any specimens
unless you know it is permitted. Many pri-

vate or public areas have specific rules on

this subject. Do not pick any wildflowers

unless you are sure they are abundant.

Federal laws exist against collecting birds'

eggs and nests, and road kills. If you do
find a dead animal, keep it only tem-

porarily, and keep it wrapped in a bag in

the refrigerator or freezer to maintain the

body's freshness, until you have drawn it

(see the chickadee studies in Figure 4.4).

Then dispose of it properly.

Curiosity

Perhaps the most important thing to have is

a desire to be outdoors and to observe with

true curiosity both the large and the small

happenings of the natural world, gradually

evolving your own system of learning. The
best form of education is that which comes
from one's own self-derived curiosity. I am
self-taught in this area of drawing and natu-

ral history study, as there simply are no

courses nearby or teachers from whom I

can learn. You get bits of knowledge here

and there and from years of accumulated

looking, reading, asking questions (some-
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times foolish), and finding those like-

minded people who can share with you the

adventures of exploring outdoors.

When looking at nature, begin for-

mulating questions so that you can go

beyond learning just the names of things.

Try to devise questions which will help you
look more closely at behavior, patterns of

activity in animals, and habitat conditions

in plants and landscapes. Ask yourself, for

example, "How does the spider make its

web?" or "Why might that sparrow be sing-

ing there?" so that you can learn something

about the creature, beyond a mere portrait,

while you are sketching it. Recognize that

there may not always be answers to your

questions, but learning how to formulate

good questions can greatly help your pow-
ers of observation as well as your ability to

record what you sketch.

In 1976, I was fortunate enough to

attend a course with the British wildlife art-

ist and naturalist Dr. Eric Ennion (whose

sketches can be seen in Figures 2.15 and

6.26). At 76, he was still observing new
things about the animals he sketched out in

the meadows and woodlands near his

home. He taught me to draw animals as I

saw them and not as mere subjects or pretty

pictures. He told me that a drawing should

tell the truth about an animal. He would
say, "When you are not sure what an ani-

mal looks like, don't make it up; go back

and look at the animal again, again, and
then again." Dr. Ennion is quoted as say-

ing:

Whoever seeks to do so must, first, train

himself to observe and set down what he

saw at once and quickly; . . . one needs

real knowledge of the birds and beasts one
paints and of the shifting scene around
them—a naturalist, like the elephant's

child, must have insatiable curiosity.*

* John Busby, The Living Birds of Eric Ennion (London:
Victor Gollancz, 1982), pp. 114 and 118.

X

Figure 1.12

terence shortt (Chief artist of the Royal Ontario Museum,
Emeritus)

Pencil studies of a black lemur drawn in Madagascar.

Shortt is one of Canada's outstanding bird artists. He has

spent a lifetime studying, traveling, and painting animals.

His ability to get essential forms with minimal lines and
shading is the skill of an accomplished artist. Compare his

method of shading with Figure 1.6, which was done in pen.





Chapter

beginning exercises

&Basic Techniques

It is important to recognize right away that

in sketching you are essentially note-taking

and that in drawing you are aiming to pro-

duce a finished product. Don't worry if the

sketch seems "wrong"; just go on and do
another, refining and refining your obser-

vation as it gets better. In sketching, it is

best to look less at the paper and more at

the object until you have firm in your

mind's eye its essential shape, movement,
and key features. Then, you can begin to

hone in on a more finished study, if you
wish.

Larry McQueen, an ornithological art-

ist from Oregon, noted several important

points about field sketching:

It has taken me a long time to accept the

notion that a field sketch need not be a

thing of beauty to convey the relevant

information. There is such a heritage of

beautiful field sketches (Fuertes, Sutton,

T.M. Shortt, etc.) that we do tend to

uphold as models and accept anything less

with dissatisfied resignation, if at all. A
thing of beauty is a worthy goal, but it

should not be held with such high regard,

that it interferes with the real purpose of a

field sketch; that is something the artist

uses to enhance his (or her) understanding

of the subject and increase his (or her)

facility in visual note-taking. I have to con-

tinually remind myself of this."*

To first get a sense of what field

sketching is about, look through this book,

randomly reading bits and looking at the

illustrations until you are inspired enough
to try it yourself. The illustrations have

been carefully chosen to be used as a base

for exercises you are to do for yourself,

depending upon your own interests, the

area where you live, and the subjects you
want to observe. Begin by going through

the following exercises, in order, preferably

indoors or in a quiet place outdoors where

* Personal correspondence, January 10, 1983.
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you will have at least half an hour of

undisturbed time. Have patience with

vourself, allowing time to experiment,

throw away, and "waste" paper. This is not

a course that will take one month to master

but many months and many seasons.

BEGINNING EXERCISES

Although called beginning, these exercises

are used by artists on all skill levels and are

used as the principal methods when sketch-

ing or drawing both outdoors and indoors.

They may be used individually or in

sequence. But here it is recommended that

you do them all and in the order described.

Exerise 1

CHOOSING WHAT TO DRAW

Never draw anything that doesn't interest you,

or your drawing will reflect your attitude. It is

preferable for these exercises that you choose

something inanimate, fairly simple in form, and

not particularly large. If you choose a plant or

tree branch, draw only as much as eight inches of
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Figure 2.1

Beginning Exercises

1. Memory
2. Contour
3. Gesture

4. Diagrammatic
5. Detail
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the specimen. If you try drawing more, you will

find yourself repeating forms and spending too

much time filling your page. It can be something

from the outdoors such as a seed pod or an inter-

esting leaf, or it can be something from indoors

such as a collected shell or even a piece of fruit

from the refrigerator.

Exercise 2

OBSERVATION

Always spend a few minutes looking carefully at

your object, clearing your mind of the distrac-

tions you have just come from. Turn it around;

analyze its shape from various positions, asking

yourself questions such as why it was formed this

way, how it grew, where it came from; observe

its details in features, texture, and color. Train-

ing the eye to see is as important as training the

hand to draw.

Exercise 3

MEMORY SKETCH

Many wildlife artists use the memory sketch

technique in the field. British wildlife artist Eric

Ennion used to say, "If you have a choice

between sketching and watching, watch and jot

down what you remember later on after the ani-

mal has gone and you have gathered an assort-

ment of accumulated, memory images." Take

just a minute or so to memorize four or five key

features that will enable you to fairly accurately

re-create your object on paper. (Put the object out

of sight so that you won't be tempted to sneak a

glance at it.) Then, do a simple line drawing,

marking down all the things about it you have

recalled. Add written notes about size, color, or

other information, if you wish. After several

minutes, when you feel you have drawn enough,

take out your object and look to see what you

remembered and what you did not. I am often

amazed at how little I really do notice. Draw it

again from memory, if you have the time, repeat-

ing the exercise.

Memory sketching is an important tech-

nique to develop because it means you can always

be looking for subjects to draw whether you have

paper and pencil with you or not. The red squir-

rel and birds at the feeder in Figure 4.3 were

sketched by a combination of memory and ges-

ture. The birds in the field sketch in Figure 4.30

were sketched from memory as soon as they

moved away from me. And Figure 7.24 was done

fully from memory by British artist John Busby

after he returned from a day watching and

sketching seabirds on the cliffs near his home in

Scotland. Although he had his sketches laid out

beside him, he used them only for occasional ref-

erence. Roger Tory Peterson, the well-known

American bird artist, remarked to me that "you

must have a very good memory, nearly pho-

tographic, in fact, to describe exactly all you saw

while outdoors."

Exercise 4

CONTOUR OR CONTINUOUS
LINE SKETCH

This time, look only at the object and not at

your paper. Place the object far enough away

from the paper so that you will not be tempted to

look at your sketch while you draw (see the stu-

dents drawing this exercise, in Figure 2.2).

Place your pencil on the page and do not lift it

the entire time while your eye wanders slowly

and carefully over the object's entire contour. By

contour, I mean not just the outline, but all the

ins and outs, as though your pencil were an ant

or your finger investigating the entire surface of

the form. If out at an end of one direction, just

turn and draw back again without lifting up the

pencil. Take about three minutes, looking thor-

oughly and transcribing what you see directly

with your hand. Look at Figures 2.1 and 2.2.

The drawing may make you laugh. It will

not resemble the object as you would draw it

otherwise, but, if you look carefully, your lines

will show close references to curves, angles, and

the general features of the object. There may even

be some surprising likenesses expressed, as in

Figure 2.3, which was done by a student who

had never drawn before. I have often found some

of the best observing and line use done by stu-

dents in this exercise. Sometimes I will suggest

to advanced students that they use contour
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Figure 2.2

College students in an interdisciplinary art and biology

course doing an exercise of drawing nature outdoors by
using the contour drawing technique.

drawing when first warming up for a drawing

session. It loosens the hand and gets one relying

on the eyes, and not solely the brain, for informa-

tion to record. In the field, I will do contour

drawings when an animal is moving fast and I

wish to get a series of its changing positions

without looking down at my paper and, thus,

losing valuable observing moments. Figures 2.3

and 4.23 were done by a combination of contour

and gesture sketching.

Exercise 5

QUICK GESTURE SKETCH

Gesture sketching is the most important method

to use when drawing outdoors. It is the term

used for any sketching that is done rapidly.

Whereas in contour drawing you look slowly and

in detail, the gesture sketch gets you to look

quickly, energetically, and at the whole form all

at once. Lines are drawn loosely, without hesita-

tion, using the full motion of the arm, and often

produce a scribbly image, as in the third example

of Figure 2.1, or Figure 6.8. Look at your object

and your paper simultaneously. Do not pause

to judge or erase; just draw over and go on.

These sketches can take from three seconds to one

minute to do. Erasing can be done later when

you are ready to develop a study to a more

finished degree. Do not bother with much shad-

ing, if any at all.

Gesture sketching was done a great deal by

the master draftsmen throughout the history of

art. Look at the sketches of Michelangelo,

Rembrandt, Delacroix, Van Gogh, Ingres,

Cezanne, Picasso, Tiepolo, or Degas for methods

in sketching. It is always advisable to look at the

works of the masters, for there you will find

examples of the best in drawing technique. (See

the Bibliography for several recommended texts

on drawing technique.)

In this exercise, hold your pencil lightly.

Even stand up ifyour object is placed on the table

or on the ground. Try drawing with the opposite

hand. Try using a brush with one color ink or

paint or a large felt-tipped pen. Try anything to

loosen your strokes and your hand and to speed

along your seeing!recording connection.

Time yourself. Do a fast sketch in just three

seconds. (I time students very exactly with these

initial exercises.) Then turn your object around

and do another sketch in five seconds. Do not

worry if you get nothing more than three strokes

or only part of the object, just pretend that it is

alive and continuously moving. Next, increase

to thirty seconds and then to one minute. Use an

egg timer so you will not be tempted to run over.

Do several pages offast sketches averaging about

6" in size. In art schools, these warm-up gestures

begin just about all figure drawing sessions and

are considered part of an artist's repertoire.

It is important not to fuss over a sketch but to go

on, to keep learning from the object and not

from the drawing. When sketching outdoors, I

feel I am always "buying time," as I refer to it,

since I never know when an animal is going to

vanish or how long I can stay in one spot.
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d

Figure 2.3

A student's use of the contour method combined with gesture as a warm-up
exericse before drawing a shell. This also illustrates a worthwhile exercise—that

of drawing something from different positions in order to gain better

knowledge of the whole form.

Exercise 6

DIAGRAMMATIC DRAWING

Spend no more than five minutes doing a simple

line drawing of the object, identifying it in the

manner that a field guide would. (A helpful ref-

erence for this style of drawing is Roger Tory

Peterson's A Field Guide to Wildflowers or

any other plant guide in which a solid line draw-

ing appears.) Add written notes to supplement

your observations. (See example 4 in Figure

2.1.) Do not shade or be overly technical in your

drawing style. This method does not intend that

you produce a drawing as much as a visual re-

cord principally for identification purposes. (See

Figures 6.6 or 6.18 as examples.)
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Exercise 7

EXPERIMENTING WITH THE
PENCIL LINE

Now it is time to learn the range of marks, lines,

tones, and the various symbols your pencil can

make, as shown in Figure 2.5. I compare the

pencil to the voice. Both can be used in a monoto-

nous way or with a lot of color and variation.

Often the most interesting drawings are those in

which a range of pencil strokes and color tones

have been used. Take a piece of paper and try

using your pencil in as many ways as you can.

Do this same exercise with pen, colored pencil,

crayon, or watercolor.

Figure 2.4

Experiment with pencil lines, tonal ranges, and the various effects created by
using different tools. Learn how your equipment can work for you.
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Exercise 8

THE STUDY DRAWING

You may have suitable conditions outdoors for

sitting a while and completing a fifteen minute

or even a one hour drawing. This is where the

terms sketching and drawing merge. If defini-

tions concern you, then define for yourself when

you feel one has become the other. In this case, do

a drawing so that you can experience for yourself

what it is like to set out with the purpose of

finishing a piece that will push you to your best

skill level thus far. If you are a beginning draft-

person, look at Figure 2.6 for suggested steps to

follow.

If you are not certain whether you have

finished, leave your drawing for a while; tape it

on the wall or put it up to a mirror to reverse the

image for a fresh look. Sometimes I even pho-

tostat drawings before finally finishing them to

get yet another view on them. It is best when in

doubt to leave a drawing for a while. You can

always go back and do more work but it is diffi-

cult to undo what has been overworked.

Exercise 9

DRAWING AS MEDITATION

To keep yourself from becoming too analytical

with drawing technique or too investigative with

nature study, it can be a regenerative shift to do

an exercise modified from those that Frederick

Franck describes in his book The Zen of Seeing:

Seeing/Drawing as Meditation. Take your

sketch pad and pencil (or pen) and go outdoors to

a place where you can find stillness and no

human distractions. Sit quietly, or walk slowly,

being fully aware of everything around you. Lis-

ten, breathe deeply, let your mind flow easily.

When something catches your eye, sketch it with

the single thought of getting to know it and only

it. Perhaps hardly look at your paper. Add any

commentary you wish. Do not hurry. Look at

Franck 's drawing in Figure 2.5 which is a page

taken from his other book of similar philosophy

entitled Art as the Way. You might want to

read, inconjunction, some Thoreau, Annie

Dillard, William Wordsworth, American Indian

or Oriental writings, or other works by the vari-

Figure 2.5

Frederick franck (artist from
New York)

A page from Art as the Way, by
Frederick Franck. (New York: The
Crossroad Publishing Company,

1981, p. 38.)

Reproduced courtesy of the publisher

and Frederick Franck.

Dr. Franck is a professional artist, writer,

musician, and philosopher who has

given numerous workshops on seeing/

drawing as meditation. During one
workshop, he made the comment,

"Studying nature gets us beyond our-

selves and into the larger world of more
universal images." [April 1983]
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of whom arc listed in the Bibliography of this

book.

CHECKLIST
OF TECHNIQUES TO USE
WHEN SKETCHING
ANY SUBJECT

1. Be observant of page layout when placing

your sketches. Do not cramp small sketches

into one corner and leave the rest of the

page empty. Do not run off the paper. Do

not write untidy notes beside careful

sketches. Although these are rough

sketches, it takes only a moment to think

about where your image should go and
how will it fit with the others. You may
wish to look at the sketches later or use

them in further study. It can be unfortunate

to get home only to find valuable notes

indecipherable, pages torn, or images too

smudged to read.

2. Angle your paper. Hold your drawing

pad at an angle so that you can see your
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Figure 2.6

Suggestions for sketching an inani-

mate object.
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page and your subject simultaneously and
not have to continually shift your vision or

get a crick in the neck from bending over a

flat drawing surface.

3. Match pencil lead or ink tool with grade of

paper. Sometimes students smudge their

sketches, unable to get clean lines, or dis-

cover their ink drawings "bleed" into the

paper on the reverse side. This will happen
if they are not careful to match the weight

of the drawing tool with the surface texture

of the paper. If a paper is textured, it needs

a sharpened pencil and one that is on the

hard side, such as an H or HB. A 2B, 3B, or

4B will smear if pressed heavily onto rough

paper or if not kept sharp. A thick paper

will cause ink to blur and to bleed. Quality

drawings in both pen and ink and even

watercolor should be done on a smooth-

surfaced bristol-type paper or on illustra-

tion board.

If your hand is smudging your draw-
ings, begin on a part of the page farthest

away from your drawing hand and work in

that direction. Try also to have only the

edge of your palm on the paper.

4. See geometric shapes within forms before

seeing detail. It is easiser to get proportions

correct when you are working with more
than just outline. Sketch into the form of the

body, or across the parts of the plant, or

through the abstract shapes of the land-

scape. It is easier to get proportions correct

when working within smaller areas than

with the form as a whole. Often, I will first

mark down the principal line of movement
by drawing in the major axis of a plant stem

or tree trunk, or the backbone curve of a

bird or other animal. Then I build around

that line. In Figure 2.6, that line has been

drawn along the axis of the shell. In Figure

2.12, a line determines the posture of each

bird.

5. Continuously check proportions. In

sketching natural forms, it is essential that

the sizes of the various parts within the

Figure 2.7

Studies of foreshortening in a

poinsettia plant.
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Figure 2.8

deborah prince (illustrator from Massachusetts)
Weeping willow study done with technical drawing pen.

This shows the method of repeated or hatched lines to

develop volume and shading.

whole be correct and in proportion. Often

students who concentrate on detail of head
first and then neck and then ear find that

when they get to the legs and tail, they run

off the page. Always work up a gesture

sketch first of the whole form, while your

pencil line is still light and while you can

still change your shapes (or still throw

away). Then, when fully satisfied that all is

set, go on and refine lines and form, still

working all parts of the drawing to build

them up together. (Refer to the chart in Fig-

ure 2.9.)

6. See negative spaces and forms. This will

help you with proportions. Check angles

such as neck to shoulder, leg to belly, leaf

stem to branch, and branch to tree trunk.

As described in Figure 2.8, negative space is

the white area (with its own shape) lying

beside all images. In Oriental drawings and
paintings great care is taken in the use of

negative space.

7. Use foreshortening. The challenge in

drawing is to make what is three-dimen-

sional still look three-dimensional when put

on a flat piece of paper. This is why fore-

shortening so confuses the beginning stu-

dent. It helps if you learn to see a particular

form as a flat geometric shape, as was done
in order to draw the leaves in Figure 2.7. To
do this, try squinting or putting a hand over

one eye so that depth perception dimin-

ishes. Try cutting that shape out of paper.

This will help you to see what the negative

space is around the shape, as well as the

dimensions of the form itself. As an exer-

cise, I have students hold their hand in the

vertical profile and then hold it in varied

positions imagining how they would draw
each posture. I even suggest that they draw
those positions. Foreshortening results

when an object lies in more than one plane

or when it has any sort of depth. Since we
have no dimension to our drawing surface,

we must suggest it by other means, for

example, by contrast in size and shape.

8. Use shading. Another method of indica-

ting forshortening, as well as contrasts in

volume, color, and tone, is by the use of

shading. In field sketching, where not a

great deal of detail work is done, shading is

not as extensively developed as it might be

in other methods of drawing. Shading is

generally applied by laying in a variety of

continuous line strokes, as shown in Fig-

ures 1.7, 2.4, 2.8, 2.15, or 2.29. Since clarity

is key in natural history drawing, smudging
or random scribbling can confuse details

and even important identification features.

A less graphic, shaded line is more appro-

priate when doing expressive sketching,
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particularly of landscapes in which form

definition is less of an issue.

To shade by this hatch method, as it is

called, position your wrist firmly on the

paper and just move the three fingers hold-

ing the pen or pencil. Draw lines in either

continuous down strokes (which can only

be done with a technical pen) or up and
down strokes (a looser method that can be

done with pencil as well.) Keep your lines

shaded because in this method, line is used

to fill in an area of tone (as in Figure 6.21),

not to define outline. Therefore, individual

strokes should not stand out.

9. Obtain depth, volume, and tone by shading

contrasts. To make something look dimen-

sional on a flat piece of paper, you need to

use a system of contrasts. Contrast in shape

is one, as just discussed in paragraph 7.

Contrast in shading is another. Using the

chart in Figure 2.9, notice that what is in the

foreground should be either darker or

lighter than what is in the background, in

terms of both tone and lighting. What is in

the foreground generally is drawn more dis-

tinctly because it is closer and what is in the

background is drawn less distinctly because

it is farther away. This is also a trick in

attaining a foreshortened image, as ex-

plained in Figure 2.6.

10. Draw from photographs. It will not

always be possible to have the subject you
wish to draw right in front of you, posing

just the way you wish, and displaying all

the details you need to study. As discussed

in Chapter 1, photographs, and particularly

those you take yourself, are important

resources to work from. Use care in choos-

Figure 2.9

General order to follow when sketching any subject.
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ing your photographs. A subject should not

be oddly foreshortened, in confusing

shadow, or in too unusual a pose. If for

some reason you plan to publish a drawing
taken from a photograph, be sure that it has

been changed substantially or that you
obtain permission from and give full credit

to the photographer because of today's

copyright laws.

Although photographs have their val-

ues, I find it unfortunate that all too many
wildlife artists today work largely from
photographs with little time spent out in

the field. Roger Tory Peterson is quoted as

saying, "I never copy from them [pho-

tographs] . . . Sketches are more suggestive

of what the eventual picture might be. With
a sketch you can get rid of the clutter of a

photograph; the sketch really shows more
the essence of the subject. But photos are

important memory jogs."*

11. Sketch from museum study mounts and

skinned specimens. It is a valuable experience

to sketch from museum mounts and skin-

ned specimens. This provides the oppor-

tunity to look in detail at an animal's

features without worrying that it will move.
Be aware that these mounts may be old,

that the taxidermist may have stuffed the

animal into a position that is not strictly

accurate, and that the feather or fur align-

ment is no longer in place. Dust can also

affect the sheen of feathers and fur. And
glass eyes change the character of the face.

Be sure to label these sketches "from a

study mount" and note the museum or lab.

I have seen beautifully rendered paintings

of animals and plants that must have been
done solely from mounts or pressed spec-

imens; a trained eye notices a slightly odd
posture, expression, fur or feather align-

ment, or stiff placement of leaves and
petals.

12. Study other artists' styles. Since wildlife

sketching and drawing is not widely

* Patricia Van Gelder, Wildlife Artists at Work (New
York: Watson-Guptill Publications, 1982), p. 134.

taught, you will soon find that you need to

search out the works of other wildlife art-

ists. Unfortunately, you'll find most exam-

ples as illustrations in books and magazines

or occasionally on exhibition in art or sci-

ence museums. Wildlife art, in general, has

a way to go before it will be accepted in the

mainstream of art. Traditionally, it has been

considered more as illustration than as art.

Today, the debate still goes on.

It is alright to copy works by other art-

ists, and I have my students do this as part

of their regular course of study, as long as

you record below the drawing from whom
it was copied. Browse in the nature or natu-

ral science sections of libraries, bookstores,

and museum shops. Be sure to look in the

children's sections, as many of the good
wildlife illustrations appear in stories for

the young. Look also in card shops, since

many artists are finding cards to be a good
outlet for selling and exhibiting their works.

And wildlife art is sometimes featured in

nature and environmental magazines, as

well as in many hunting and sporting jour-

nals. (Historically, the sportsperson and
hunter have often been the patrons of the

wildlife artist.)

It still holds true that those artists who
use the field sketching methods described

in this book are found predominantly in

Europe, particularly in Great Britain, Swe-
den, and Germany. In these countries,

there has long been an interest in nature
study and in natural history illustration. As
yet, the interest is not comparable in this

country. Go into a bookstore today and see

the number of illustrated sketchbooks or

nature diaries that are coming in from
abroad. (Edith Holden's The Country Diary

ofan Edwardian Lady, Keith Brockie's Wildlife

Sketchbook, or Charles Tunnicliffe's A Sketch-

book of Birds are just a few titles.) A number
of these books were done during the Vic-

torian and Edwardian eras when there

seemed to be certain popular interest in

recounting one's experiences while roam-
ing the local fields and woodlands.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR SKETCHING
SPECIFIC SUBJECTS

The remaining illustrations in this chapter

and their respective captions have been

selected as examples of exercises and expla-

nations of ways to sketch inanimate objects,

birds and other animals, plants, trees, land-

scapes, rocks, and sky. Refer back to these

illustrations as you read through the rest of

the text or as you come upon these subjects

when out sketching in various habitats.

Instead of including specific exercises for

you to do, I prefer that you devise your

own, for then you can determine what

manner of sketching best suits you.

Study natural history as you study sketch-

ing methods. Since field sketching has as its

purpose the study of plants and animals

and the natural landscape, it is important

that you accompany your study of drawing

technique with your study of natural his-

tory. Many of the illustrators I have men-
tioned started looking at and drawing

nature when they were very young. Nature

study has long been a respected part of the

British and European school systems.

When I was in Scotland studying with John
Busby, every artist I met casually said that

he or she had been painting birds, plants,

or animals since the age of five, six, or

seven.

Figure 2.10

Demonstration to students of suggestions for drawing an animal when time

allows for a more developed drawing. It is important to know not only animal

anatomy and feature details, but also how an animal moves and something of

its character. Try as much as possible to draw those animals you have watched
alive and in their own environment. Read about their life histories and check a

field guide book to make sure of physical details. Approach the study of

animals with an intelligence that goes beyond merely wishing to draw
accomplished portraits.
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Figure 2.11

William d. berry (Twentieth century Alaskan wildlife artist)

Caribou studies.

Reproduced courtesy of Mark Berry of Berry Studios, Fairbanks.

By relatively simple drawing techniques, Berry has recorded an assemblage of

behavioral postures. Notice the running commentary and parenthetical

statements, "memory," "life and memory." Observe that most of the comments
are about what was happening. In addition to being a wildlife artist, Berry was
a prominent animal behaviorist. Compare his style with Ennion's in Figure

2.15. Both were as much naturalists as they were artists.
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Figure 2.12

Studies of several species of birds created

to show students how the basic form of

all birds derives from a simple egg

shape. In the initial sketch you can see

that if you draw this shape and tilt it

along the proper axis, you will manage a

basic posture for a bird. Be sure to set

the egg in relation to the branch or

whatever the bird is situated on. These

were sketched from a field guide, and
they demonstrate how book illustrations

can help you get the idea of an animals

features before drawing it in the field.
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Figure 2.13

It is most helpful when studying any animal, to have the opportunity to draw
from a skeleton and see how parts fit together underneath fur and flesh. A visit

to a natural history museum or to a biology department is highly recom-

mended; for there you will see many species of animal on display.
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Figure 2.14

Sketches of a starling held in a student's hand.

It is most worthwhile to sketch a bird that is alive and responsive in close

range. This can be done at a zoo, pet store, duck pond, or bird-banding station.

The bird here had been trapped for a school demonstration with sixth-graders.

A student brought it to a drawing class and held it while we sketched. My
notes are intended as aids for students in the techniques of drawing. Students

were asked to write down notes on the information learned while sketching.

30
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Figure 2.15

i rk i nnion (Twentieth century British artist)

Sketches of puffins reproduced from The Living birds of Eric

Ennion with commentary by John Busby (London: Victor

Gallancz, 1982), p. 124.

Permission to reproduce granted by the family of Eric Ennion.

Beside the sketches Ennion wrote, "Draw as fast and as

much as you can while your bird stays put—don't bother

about scale. Just draw them as big as they look! And don't

rub out, start a new drawing beside the old one."

Busby comments in the text below, "Puffins drawn at sea

—

by no means easy if you stop to think first! I have vivid

memories of tours of the Fames with Eric drawing like mad
while everyone else struggled with cameras. I wonder who
saw the most?"
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Figure 2.16

Diagram showing ways to sketch, working particularly on
proportion and shape.
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Figure 2.17

Field study of a Norway maple tree in October. The tree is located in the

parking lot of an urban shopping center.
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Figure 2.18

Class demonstration showing how to draw a winter tree. During a workshop
held at Manomet bird observatory, Manomet Massachusetts, participants were
interested in using drawing for their field observation work.
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Figure 2.19

Experiment with various lines on a scrap

of paper to learn ways of symbolizing

types of landscape vegetation. Whenever
looking at a landscape drawing by
another artist, take special note of the

symbols and marks they use. Good
examples are the drawings by Van Gogh,
Rembrandt, Wyeth, Turner, Van
Ruisdael, and Lorrain.

Figure 2.20

deborah prince (Illustrator from Massachusetts)

Field study of a white pine (3B Pencil).

The artist intended to achieve a quick gestural impression that specifically says

"white pine," and not "hemlock," "red pine," or any other tree. Notice how
simply, yet clearly, she has achieved this, (b) The finished drawing taken from
Prince's field sketch and drawn with a technical drawing pen.
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Figure 2.21

richard gayton (Illustrator from California)

Sketch of a California live oak on Canada College Campus,
February 10, 1981 (technical pen).

Answering the question of whether he considered this to be more a drawing

than a sketch, Gayton replied, "The tree sketch is perhaps more rightly a

'study,' although my more formal drawings are usually larger and more
composed. In my own mind it remains a sketch, an informal homage to a

grand and ancient tree." [Personal communication, January 16, 1983.] Note how
the artist has symbolized the leaves on the tree, the texture of the bark, as well

as the various features in the surrounding landscape.

Eric Ennion commented that until he

was ten, he avidly copied birds from guide

books or drew them from imagination. But

from then on "birds, butterflies and moths
filled holidays and every minute I could rest

from term-time . . . although how much
time I spent sketching, how much just

watching birds, I could not say. I know I

usually slipped a sketchbook into my

pocket whenever I went out. . . . Con-

tented and absorbed I roamed the fields

and fens round my own home; . . . and

where better could a boy evolve his own
particular ways of sketching the birds he

loved in action?"*

* John Busby, The Living Birds of Eric Ennion (London:

Victor Gollancz, 1982), p. 113.
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Study basic behavior patterns of birds and

animals. All birds and animals go through

daily routines, just as you do. They also go

through seasonal routines, whether they

migrate away from your area or just become
less evident. Observe their basic patterns:

feeding and foraging, resting and sleeping,

traveling (seasonal and daily), interacting

socially (offensive and defensive), estab-

lishing territories, interacting as families

(courtship, home maintenance, rearing of

young). Learn to recognize what an animal

is doing and draw it in that posture (even if

you see only a partial view from a nest hole

or with its back to you) and not solely in the

portrait profile. I have seen so many tech-

nically proficient paintings of animals and
plants that say absolutely nothing about the

subject. Keep this in mind next time you go

out to draw something. Do not come home
without having learned something new.

Nature is never boring. It is the uneducated

eye that may find it so.

CATEGORIES OF SUBJECTS TO SKETCH

• Inanimate objects. See Figures 2.3, 2.6, 4.15,

and 7.15.

• Animals. See Figures 1.1, 1.12, 2.10, 2.11,

3.5, 4.18, 4.22, 5.15, and 6.9.

• Birds. See Figures 2.12, 2.13, 2.14, 2.15,

4.2, 4.4, 5.17, 5.18, 6.26, 7.16, 7.17, 7.18,

7.24, 7.26, and 7.27.

• Plants. See Figures 2.7, 2.16, 3.3, 4.8, 5.3,

5.4, 6.6, 6.18, and 7.22.

• Trees. See Figures 2.8, 2.17, 2.18, 2.19,

2.20A and B, 2.21, 3.13, 5.6, and 5.12.

LANDSCAPE SUGGESTIONS

Landscapes are perhaps the most difficult

subjects in nature to represent, since they

involve knowing a fair amount about vari-

ous artistic principles. To draw trees in the

distance, you need to know about perspec-

tive and shading. To draw a woodland
scene, you need to know something about

composition. To draw moving water, you

need to know about light and shadow. To
draw foliage and grasses, you need a whole
repertoire of symbols to suggest a variety of

forms. And to draw mountains and rocks,

you need to know about mass and volume.

John Carlson says, "We must have

design in a picture at the expense of truth.

The artist must look to nature for his

inspiration, but must rearrange elemental

truths into an orderly sequence or pro-

gression of interests."* Be less the scientist

and more the artist when sketching land-

scapes. Take liberties and experiment with

both techniques and media. No matter how
hard you try, you will not be able to repli-

cate that landscape. What is much more
interesting is to interpret it and to convey

your attraction to it, whether it be to its

shapes, its varying textures, its colors, or its

light and shadows. If, in fact, you do need

to document what is there for more scien-

tific purposes, add notes along the margins.

Read the suggestions listed below and in

Figures 2.24A, B, C, and D. Study the land-

scapes illustrated throughout this book
and, for further books on landscape draw-

ing, refer to the Bibliography.*

In sketching landscapes, keep these

things in mind:

1. Take time to look for a composition that

will be interesting and that has a focus.

Squint one eye and hold your hands up,

thus providing a frame for your composi-

tion, as described in Figure 2.22. Looking

through a camera lens can also be helpful.

Hold the frame first horizontally and then

vertically to see which shape you prefer.

Then, sketch out a rough composition, as in

Figure 2.24C. Don't just do the first land-

scape you see. Get up and move around,

taking some time to select a scene that not

only looks nice but that would make an

interesting picture on your paper. The stu-

dent's sketches in Figure 2.26 were done in

her backyard and took all of one hour to do.

* John Carlson, Carlson's Guide to Landscape Painting

(New York: Dover Publications, 1958), p. 98.
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Figure 2.22

By framing a landscape with your fingers, you can

determine the borders of a composition and isolate key

elements and shapes within its format.

2. Keep your first landscape sketches small.

Do not make them more than 2" x 4" or

3" x 5" so as not to have large areas to

cover. I often have students do several one-

minute landscape sketches within pre-

drawn frames, one next to the other, before

going on to a larger and lengthier sketch.

The lengthier sketches should still be no
larger than 6" x 9".

3. Keeping in mind the frame of your pic-

ture (you can either draw it in first or keep

an area of white paper between your sketch

and the page's edges as Gunnar Brusewtiz

does in Figure 2.27), begin transferring, with

Figure 2.23

Landscape studies by a student in her backyard.

Notice how small her frames are (2V2" x 4"), allowing her to work with a

manageable composition that can be filled in rapidly and completed in about

ten minutes. In addition, observe how well the foreground, middleground,
and background have been divided, yet flow into each other.
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your mind's eye, the landscape before you into

abstract shapes on your paper, as in Figure

2.25.

4. First, see your composition in terms of

these abstract shapes or masses and separate

them into foreground, middleground,

background, and sky, as in Figure 2.24B. It

is hard for beginning students to make
these divisions, but it comes with practice.

It helps to squint, for then specific details

are blurred and major shapes become more
clear. Often, these flat masses, or planes as

they are also called, are distinguished by
differing tones, light, and shade or in the

amount of detail given them.

Figure 2.24a

Beneath all good landscapes is a solid

^i- composition.

Figure 2.24b

Dividing your landscape into three regions can help establish its compositional
structure and can distinguish the contrasts in detail and shading.
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Figure 2.24c

Three-minute gesture sketch, keeping in mind the

formation of the three planes.

Figure 2.24d

A lengthier fifteen-minute sketch done while looking

out the car window on a cold winter day.
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Figure 2.25

A student's field study, drawn with a black fine-tipped ball-point pen. First, the

student drew the major compositional elements in a postage stamp-sized

preliminary sketch. With this for reference, she went on to describe a rather

complex subject whch she achieved by eliminating and emphasizing selected

subjects that fit within the initial compositional arrangement. We cannot

replicate nature. We must instead learn the skills for representing. Mention
also should be made that with a morning of drawing as the purpose, this

particular class had a marvelous opportunity to spend some time in a lush

garden habitat that few of them would have visited otherwise.
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5. Generally, what is in the foreground is

more distinct and what is in the background is

less so (see Figure 2.9). This has to do with

atmospheric perspective. Since a great

depth must be attained on the flat surface of

your paper, any sort of contrast is necessary,

whether it be obtained by detail or by light-

ing. You must essentially trick the eye of

the observer into believing there really are

miles between the space of just a few

inches! Contrast is the key word in giving

depth to a sketch and is accomplished by a

striking variation in definition of detail and
in the color range within shapes. The Hunt-

ing Scene attributed to Gainsborough (Fig-

ure 2.26) shows how the artist utilized

sharp contrasts of light and shade, detail,

and variations between planes to achieve a

marked sense of distance. Notice also how
your eye moves easily through the picture,

aided by carefully placed subjects such as

the path, hedgerow, and shaded areas.

6. Linear perspective exists where objects in

the foreground are larger than objects farther

away. Sometimes artists will introduce

retreating lines as fences, telephone poles,

stone walls, paths, or streams to help

emphasize a retreating distance, as in Fig-

ures 2.26, 2.27 and 2.28.

Figure 2.26

thomas Gainsborough (eighteenth century British artist)

Hunting Scene (charcoal pencil).

Courtesy of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

It was common practice in Gainsborough's time for artists to carry small

sketchbooks with them to jot down an idea for a future painting, when a

subject caught their interest. Perhaps this sketch later became a painting or was
one of many studies of this region done by Gainsborough.
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Figure 2.27

gunnar brusewitz (contemporary Swedish artist/naturalist)

Mariedel, April 14, 1978

This pencil sketch was drawn outdoors and the color wash was added later.

Brusewitz made an interesting point in one of his letters: "Nature art is a never-

ceasing searching for the right expression for an experience, if you understand

what I mean. An 'experience' can be the swift sight of a bird in flight or a deer

disappearing in the twilight. You have to catch it very rapidly, and if you don't

find the right expression for it at once, it can be difficult. Maybe that is the most
fascinating [part] of the whole business." [Personal communication, December
20, 1982]

7. A landscape sketch in effect tells a story and

so should be clear enough to be easily read.

Thus, set your shapes of foreground, mid-

dleground, and background so that they

connect with one another. Keeping details

away from the outer edges, focus the eye's

attention more in the center of the picture.

8. Deciding what to put in is as important as

what to leave out. As Vernon Blake says,

"The first error that most beginners make
is to deliberately sit down in front of an

object of their admiration and draw it all.

. . . Now all sketching is more or less

impressionistic in nature; it aims more at

suggestion of things than at categoric rep-

resentation of them; for the latter, as a

rule, the sketcher has not time enough." 3

9. After setting up your major composition

shapes and before putting in details, mark in the

various tones determined by atmospheric

perspective, the presence of light and
shadow, as well as the overall harmonies of

your composition. (It is all right to rear-

range these tonalities and also various fea-

tures in a landscape to make a more unified

3 Vernon Blake, The Way to Sketch (New York: Dover
Publications, 1981), p. 33.
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composition as long as the major elements

are accurately represented.)

10. Keep major details in the foreground with

receding emphasis as you go toward the

background. This clarity of image is

affected by atmospheric perspective, as it is

called in artistic terminology.

11. Experiment with varieties of marks to sug-

gest grasses, trees, leaves, and so forth. You
cannot possibly draw all that you see and so

you must quickly learn convincing ways of

symbolizing. Look at the strokes used in

Figures 2.4 and 2.28 and even copy them to

get their shapes into your hand. A master

of the symbol was Vincent Van Gogh, as

evidenced in his small pen and ink land-

scape sketches.

12. Do not spend more than half an hour on a

landscape study. The intention is to keep the

impression fresh and spontaneous. It will

begin to look overworked if you go much
longer. When in doubt, leave it and return

Figure 2.28

EARL THOLLANDER
Adamsville, Rhode Island (ink wash) from the book, Back Roads of New England by
the artist (New York: Clarkson N. Potter, Inc., 1982).

Used by permission of Clarkson N Potter, Inc.

Often, inspiration for new ways to sketch and draw can be found by browsing
in bookstores or libraries. A wide range of illustation techniques appears in

print today. Be open to trying different methods. Note how the artist has

symbolized vegetation forms, just suggesting the shapes of trees. Sometimes
it's worthwhile to buy a book, not merely for the text, but also to learn from the

illustrations.
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Figure 2.29

Ways to draw rocks and to shade the angles of the surface planes. When
drawing rocks, it is important to locate the source of light and see how it sends
shadow patterns across the forms. It is equally important to understand that

these rocks have mass and volume. Sometimes, therefore, it is necessary to

rearrange the existing light patterns in order to describe a convincing picture of

rock mass on your paper. To do this, think of rocks as cubes with a top, bottom,

and sides. Each of these surfaces must be treated with a different tone to

establish their contrasts. (Refer also to Figures 6.16a, 6.20, and 6.21.)

later, perhaps once back home, while the

memory is still fresh and you have more
time to consider drawing technique. You
can always add to a drawing but it often

ruins one when you start erasing and fuss-

ing. If you do not like the initial sketch, do
another one. (So often the best teacher is

the next drawing.)

13. Try combining several media such as a

felt-tipped pen for line work and pencil for

tonal color (as was done in Figure 7.15).

Also, pencil and colored pencil or pencil

with simple washes (as in Figure 2.27) can

be effective if you want to add a bit of color.

14. Some students find it helpful, when learn-

ing to draw landscapes, to spend time copying

from photographs. There, a composition has

already been chosen, and often the various

planes are more easily distinguishable.

Both black and white and color are useful.

A good way to learn tree silhouettes is to

take tracing paper and copy over the-

outlines of a winter tree from a clear black

and white photograph.

15. Study the rocks done in Figure 2.29 and
in Figures 6.16A, 6.20, 6.21, and 7.4.

16. Weather conditions landscapes in both sci-

entific and artistic terms. In winter, a scene
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may bear little resemblance to its summer
look. Similarly, a cloudy day or a sunny day
can totally change the mood of a place. That

is why getting to know one small habitat

can be so interesting—it is never the same
from day to day. When you draw a land-

scape, take note of the weather as well as

the time of day. Be aware of whether it is

windy or about to storm. Locate the dire-

tion of the sun and see what shadows it is

casting. Whenever appropriate, draw in the

sky and its cloud formations. A landscape

can change dramatically, whether it be a

dark and stormy sky or a bright and cloud-

less sky.

Clouds are drawn mostly by building

up the shaded areas within their mass and

in the surrounding sky. Use the side of the-

pencil and make a series of soft, rolling

lines. Look at the clouds in Figures 2.30A

and B, 6.19, 6.20, 7.8, and 7.11.

17. Look at the study sketches of the great land-

Figure 2.30a

Diagram of cloud formations.
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Figure 2.30b

Large cumulus and cumulonimbus
clouds gather over open expanses of

land. When drawing clouds, keep in

mind the land formations, weather con-

ditions, location of the sun, and time of

day. Clouds should be sketched with

close attention to lights and darks, and
with an impression of airy massiveness.

Often a landscape is given greater depth
by adding clouds to the sky or by setting

clouds so that they connect behind a

ridge or land mass. (Refer also to Figures

6.19, 6.20, 7.8, 7.9, and 7.11.)
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scape painters such as Rembrandt (Dutch),

J.M.W. Turner (British), Constable (Brit-

ish), Corot (French), Van Gogh (Dutch),

Winslow Homer (American), Wyeth
(American). Do not overlook the landscape

painters of the Far East with their distinctly

nonwestern attitudes toward nature. And
pay special attention to the group of Amer-
ican landscape painters called the Hudson
River school, active during the nineteenth

century. Artists like Cole, Bierstadt,

Church, Durand, and Cropsey broke with

the tradition of painting landscapes only

from indoors and went outside with their

sketchbooks to be inspired by nature

directly.

Those of you who think that the art of

field sketching is a new method should go

to the sketchbooks of these masters and see

what a wealthy tradition it has. It is, in fact,

a real misfortune that so many artists today

have lost this inheritance and no longer

care to study nature so directly.

^**
"-.-.:, >

Figure 2.31

edward b. stewart (nineteenth century

American painter)

Landscape sketch done in France,

August 1886.

Permission to reproduce given by Elizabeth S. Ellis.

This sketch was drawn with a very soft

pencil in a 4K2" x 7Vz" sketchbook. Close

attention should be paid to the mar-
velous color and mood contained in this

small study, where tone rather than

outline was used to define images. Com-
pare Stewart's style with one of his

contemporaries, William H. Walker, and
see the richness of pencil tone employed
bv both artists.
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Chapter

a

Tield Journal

A field journal differs from a field sketch-

book in that it is used as an ongoing record

of observations from a specific place and

throughout either a calendar year or a par-

ticular period of time. Whereas a journal is

kept in sequence, a sketchbook may not be

because notations of date, location, time,

and weather are carefully documented. I

have used my journals to learn about natu-

ral history on a daily basis and often do not

consider my entries to be drawings at all. In

fact, my style can be quite childlike in

attempt (conscious or otherwise) to break

away from my own pressure to create "a

good drawing."

As in the sketchbook, journal entries

can be quick jottings or lengthy studies.

They can be done indoors as well as out-

doors. They can be done by the biology stu-

dent and the art student alike. The major

point to keep in mind is that when doing

this form of study, you are making nature

your subject of learning and using drawing

as the process. If it helps, keep a separate

drawing pad for your studies of nature that

are less season- and location-based and rep-

resent more your interest in learning the

techniques for drawing in addition to

sketching.

Most of what I have learned about

nature and its processes has come from the

experiences I have had using my journals.

For four years on a monthly basis, I illus-

trated a page for the Massachusetts

Audubon Society's newsletter, Sanctuary,

entitled "Notes from a Field Sketchbook"

(see Figure 4. IB). Most of these observa-

tions derived from entries I had made in my
journals. As an artist, I learn best about the

natural world by drawing it. Since there is a

lot of written information that is interesting

to record, by combining writing and draw-

ing, a good amount of knowledge can be

stored. In a phone conversation in which

we discussed my desire to reproduce some
of his work in this book, Robert Bateman,

47
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the Canadian wildlife artist, told me, "I

would send you one of my paintings, val-

ued at thousands of dollars, before I would
send you my original field sketches." In

Chapter 8 are reproduced examples of his

sketchbook pages.

Although I use an assemblage of

sketchbooks for a variety of purposes, I use

a journal when documenting the seasonal

observations of the two places where we
live, rural Vermont and urban Cambridge.

(These were published in 1981 as Notes

from a Naturalist's Sketchbook.) Within the

last few years, partially because of the pop-

ularity of Edith Holden's The Country Diary

of an Edwardian Lady, there has been a grow-

ing interest in published nature diaries.

You should have no difficulty either in a

Figure 3.1

Take advantage of moments like these to record in your journal. Although I

watched for no more than ten minutes, I saw a surprising amount of activity.

By noting it in my journal, I could document what I had seen, so that if any
additional bird activity occurred, I could build a sequence of accumulated
information. When looking back in journals of past years, it is interesting to see

on which days similar behaviors were observed.
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bookstore or library finding sources for

inspiration in setting up your own journal.

Of course, there are many fine written jour-

nals by numerous nature writers that can be

read in conjunction with your studies. (See

the Bibliography for several names and
titles.)

Keeping journals helps us consider the

seasons in terms of cycles and not simply as

disconnected events. It is exciting to begin a

new journal, full of empty pages, and won-
der what the year's observations will bring

when the book is completed. Likewise, it is

fascinating to go through past journals,

and, despite apparent changes in the years,

discover that the crocuses reappeared on

around the same date and, similarly, wood
frogs began their spring croaking, geese

flew south on fall migration, and goldenrod

once again appeared year upon year within

a few days' time.

If I have missed a few weeks, I feel the

need to catch up on what has happened
around me during that time. I keep the

year's journal right on my desk, whereas

my various drawing pads lie in disarray all

over the study. In just a few minutes I can

recount the essential events without feeling

I must produce much of anything in the

way of a drawing. I have been known to

add entries while in the midst of something

else if there is an interesting event to watch

for a moment.
I have pinned over my desk a quota-

tion of Oliver Wendell Holmes's that I

reread often: "Those who are really awake
to the sights and sounds which the pro-

gression of the months offers them find

endless entertainment and instruction."

SETTING UP A FIELD JOURNAL

1. Drawing equipment should include

what is described in Chapter 1 and illus-

trated in Figure 1.2. Although it is prefera-

ble to use a hardbound book because of its

durability and booklike characteristics,

some students still prefer to use spiral

sketchbooks. While I recommend the 8 :/2"

x 11" size for either, the 6" x 9" or the 11"

x 14" sizes can be used. Some students find

that until they have enough confidence to

begin a more permanent record, they prefer

to do their sketches on loose 8" x 11" sheets

that they keep together and at some point

tape into a bound book. I recommend that

you do not, at first, get too concerned over

the caliber of your drawings but just jump
in. It is the whole journal you will be looking

at and not just a few individual pages. Peo-

ple should judge the information contained

within and not the drawing ability!

2. Leave the first page blank. Then, set

up the second page as a title page, entering

the date begun, location, your name, and
anything about the journal's intent you
might wish to note. One of my books has as

its title page this statement: "Book #3.

Another cycle of the seasons has begun.

These pages are waiting to watch the

unfoldings of the coming year. Winter,

spring, summer, fall will flow through this

book with the affirmation that life goes on,

always fascinating, never without event or

challenge. [Granville, Vermont, January 13,

1979]."

3. I recommend consistently setting up
your pages with date, location, time,

weather, approximate temperature, and
any other appropriate comments at the top

left or right of the paper. A uniformity is

established and the calendar can be easily

read that way. (See Figures 3.18 and 5.1.

Figure 3.13 was done by artists after read-

ing my Notes from a Naturalist's Sketchbook.)

4. Do not crowd the page with too many
sketches or leave it looking sparse. Deter-

mine your own balance between writing

and drawing, making sure not to have too

much writing, or it will no longer be a

sketch journal.

5. Draw with whatever tool is most
handy. If something is happening that is

worth observing, use what lies nearest, be
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Figure 3.2

This page was entered at the end of a busy weekend when there had been no
time to draw. Notes were put down quickly, as recordings from memory of just

the key elements characterizing a weekend s events outdoors.

it a child's crayon or the back of an enve-

lope. You can copy it over or tape it into

your journal later. (See Figure 5.5.)

6. Be as accurate as you can in recording

the identifiable features such as shape of a

leaf, markings on a bird, or where an ani-

mal is and what it is doing. Even if the

drawing is crude, the description of the

postures is crucial in the investigation of

what was going on.

7. Keep your journal nearby and try to do
an entry a day, or at least once a week.
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Figure 3.3

Blooming plants can be observed in a sequence indoors and at any time of the

year. This sketch was done with technical pen and colored pencil.
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Even if it is only a brief sketch, such as in

Figure 3.1, it is enough to get you engaged

for a moment with the world outdoors. As
professed in the philosophy of meditation,

twenty minutes of such contemplation can

smooth out the wrinkles from numerous
hours of stress. Often I use drawing to

bring quiet to my day and to take some time

for reflection on a nonhuman subject.

SUBJECTS TO STUDY

1. Keep a journal as your textbook for

studying nature, its shifts and changes

throughout a complete season or year. Use
the journal to sharpen your perceptions

and your questioning eye. Do not pass

through a day without noticing at least one

event of nature, whether it be an ant crawl-

ing along a sidewalk or a bird singing on a

wire. No matter how small or large the inci-

dent, there is a life involved and a purpose

to the activity. Where has the ant come
from and does it come from a colony? Why
is the bird singing and does it have a mate?

Do not feel you have to be a biologist or

have to know a certain amount already to

begin making your own simple observa-

tions of what is happening, and happen-

ing continually, right in your immediate

environment. (I amazed myself the first

time I tried to draw an ant and discovered I

had not the slightest idea about its anatomy.

In all insects, I soon found, the legs all come
out of just the thorax. My first one had legs

attached to both thorax and abdomen. It is

fascinating how quickly you discover how
little you have observed once you start

drawing something.)

A friend, Donald Stokes, wanted to

learn about nature and so he wrote a book

entitled A Guide to Nature in Winter. He
chose winter because, of all the seasons, it

is the least complex to observe for the

beginner, and he chose his native New

England as the location. I began keeping

sketchbook journals, by his inspiration,

because I, too, wanted to learn about nature

and had been looking for a vehicle that

would help focus my study. Together we
formed a Naturalists' Group that met

monthly to share observations and to learn

together more about the natural history of

our region. From those meetings came the

most interesting assortment of bits and

pieces about butterflies, pollination, gene

selection, bird migration, ice crystals,

beaver dams, and so forth. If you are going

to begin a study of nature it can be most

helpful to do it with a few others.

2. Keep a journal of a particular place

where you walk frequently so that you have
the opportunity to study the subtle shifts of

seasonal and weather changes. This place

could be around your neighborhood, in a

particular park, or in your own backyard.

3. If you are housebound or an invalid,

journals can be wonderful projects to help

get you away from your concerns and to

help focus you for a while on the larger pro-

cesses occurring outdoors. A woman who
was bedridden after a serious operation

wrote to me to say that her recovery was
made easier by being able to watch the daily

activities of the squirrels and blue jays in

the oaks outside her window.
A student of mine documented her

hospital stay with small sketches of objects

in the room, flowers from visitors, and the

view out the window. Bird feeders, if set up
just outside a bedside window, can provide

hours of observing activities during the

winter. A backyard that has been planted

with trees and flowers to attract birds and
other animals can be a naturalist's paradise

of things to observe and to document. If

you are confined to the house for several

seasons, a daily or even weekly check on
what's going on outside a particular win-

dow can provide a great deal of information

about the natural world at large for the

housebound artist/naturalist.
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Figure 3.4

When first learning insect orders, I found that by drawing each shape I could

learn them more effectively.
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Figure 3.5

A, B, and C were all drawn while

walking along our road, journal in hand.

It was cold and snowing a bit. I could

only draw a few minutes before having

to blow on my hands and walk quickly to

warm up. Again, sketching is used here

for observation purposes and not for

producing anything to bank
a reputation on!
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Figure 3.6

alan Johnston (English amateur ornithologist)

Sketchbook page from a 4" x 5%" pocket journal.

Johnston's sketchbook contains many small sketches such as

these which carefully document his observations of one
particular nature reserve. This manner of study sketching

can be most useful in scientific field work where daily

accounting is critical. The method of keeping sketchbooks

and nature diaries seems to be more common in England
than in this country. In England nature study is a popular

subject particularly for those who live in the countryside.

Often it is a part of school curriculum.
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Figure 3.7

cathy johnson (professional illustrator from Missouri)

A field journal page.

Observe how the artist has made note of the additional

plants found in the area, and has included them in the

overall design of her page.
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Figure 3.8

Roberta l. simonds (technical illustrator from Illinois)

Field page drawn with technical pen and watercolor wash.

Figure 3.9

A student of mine keeps a journal of her fresh-water

aquarium. Every few days she makes an entry similar to this

one. If unable to get outdoors, aquariums can be fascinating

micro-habitats to watch. Similar forms of journals can be kept

in a biology classroom, by the entire class or by individual

students.
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4. Keep a journal of a specific habitat dur-

ing a specific period of time (as was done in

Figures 3.10 and 4.20). This could be a

river's edge, a freshwater pond, a sandy
beach and salt marsh, a deciduous woods,

or an open meadow. First, make a list of the

most evident plants, animals, and geologic

features. Keep records of weather, tem-

perature, and seasonal changes. Sketch

subjects that characterize the location, are

engaged in some sort of activity, or show
signs of some sort of change. See the sub-

jects listed in the chart in Figure 3.16 for

things to observe.

Figure 3.10

When I drew this page, I was studying the habitat of a specific area of

deciduous woods and old pastureland as it changed from late winter to spring.

I went there daily, while my son was still young enough to be carried in a

backpack. The sketching seemed to fascinate him, and the chance to be

outdoors kept us both happy. I would stay for no longer than one hour, but

that was enough to get in a lot of observing time.
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Figure 3.11

One way to record the sighting of a bird is

by the method Lyla R. Messick, a biological

illustrator from Ohio, used here, working in

pencil.
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Figure 3.12

Entries in a student's field journal. The
March 6 entry was drawn from a hotel

window in Killington, Vermont. The next

entry was drawn at home in Jackson, New
Hampshire. Both sketches were drawn in

felt-tipped pen over a preliminary sketch in

pencil.
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5. Journals can be kept while traveling or

on vacation. (See Chapter 6 for how to

sketch specific habitats.) Though time may
be brief, an experience often is better

remembered when drawn rather than pho-

tographed. It can also become a focus for a

trip. I would love to roam this county and
sketch a journal of my travels. Earl

Thollander did just that in his illustrated

series of travel books, Back Roads of New
England, . . . of Oregon, . . . of Texas, . . . of

Washington, . . . of California (see Figure

2.28).

6. Simple journals can be kept by chil-

dren or with children. Particularly if travel-

ing, journals can help children learn about

Figure 3.13

steve lindell (British research chemist)

As he traveled across the United States for the first time, Steve kept a field

sketch journal of his observations. A felt-tipped pen and an 8Vi" x 11"

hardbound sketchbook were used.
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Figure 3.14

Fourth graders making field journal

pages.

where they are going and can give a focus

to the trip that has many educational as

well as recreational possibilities. When I

was ten, our family drove across the coun-

try, from Pennsylvania to California and

back again. My sisters and I kept written

and sketched journals of the entire trip, and

to pass the long hours, we did a lot of draw-

ing in the car. To this day, the trip is vivid

in my memory and I know it is because

each day I put something in my diary.

KEEPING JOURNALS
IN THE CLASSROOM
OR BIOLOGY LAB

Setting up journals that focus on a study of

the environment immediately around the

school and throughout the seasons of the

school year can provide a means for stu-

dents to become more aware of the land-

scape around them and can offer yet

another way of combining science, math,

English, and even local history. Depending
on the age of the class, the time allowed,

and the imagination of the teacher, an
entire curriculum can be planned around
journal study using no more than the

school's property. If budgets allow, com-

parison studies can be made by occasional

trips to contrasting sites.

If the classroom is a biology lab, field

collections and observations can be subjects

for continuing studies on a higher level of

science. If students are in high school or

college, important connections can be made
between the studies of natural history

(sometimes called field biology, general

biology, or even ecology) and the specific

subjects of geology, ornithology, botany, or

zoology. Robert L. Smith, in his preface to

Ecology and Field Biology, makes this impor-

tant point:

Actually, natural history, field biology, or

ecology, call it what you will, should be a

part of the education not only of every

biologist but also of every chemist, phys-

icist, engineer, lawyer, teacher, agricul-

tural and forestry student, and liberal arts

student. It should, in sum, be a part of the

liberal education. The reason is simple. As
we become more and more engrossed in

technology, in our own chrome-plated civ-

ilization, we tend to forget that man is a

part of nature. ... In the end, it is the

ecological half of biology, rather than

molecular biology, that holds the key to

the future of man. *

* Robert L. Smith, Ecology and Field Biology (New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1966), p. viii.
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Diagrams can be drawn at varying skill levels, describing to students the

features of a specific habitat. Illustrations make a page more interesting to read.
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Figure 3.16

Chart of suggested subjects to study during particular seasons and in particular
environments. Adjust it to your own area and interests. Do not be limited by
this list, but use it as a base and add to it.
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Figure 3.17

"The home tree," a published sketchbook page by Wayne Trimm, artist from
New York, art director, and senior editor of The Conservationist. Reprinted from
The Conservationist, published by the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation with permission from the artist.
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How habitat changes
WILDLIFE
SKETCHBOOK
BY NED SMITH

WILDLIFE IS INEXORABLY
keyed to plant succession. In

many instances, animal numbers are

merely a response to the changes in

vegetation of its environment. For
plants come and go. Abandoned fields

are taken over by weeds, weeds are

invaded by shrubs, and brushlands
give way to encroaching forests. Each
type of vegetation improves the site

for the plants that will replace it.

Correspondingly, each animal is dis-

placed by a species better adapted to

the new habitat.

An excellent example is an eastern

mountain that has been devastated by
a severe forest fire. For some time,

the bare soil — scorched by flame and
robbed of its humus — supports little

but lichens, mosses and the toughest

of grasses. Then, as bits of plant de-

bris enrich the ashy dust, more plants

become established. Pilewort and fire-

weed spring from windborne seeds.

Passing birds sow pokeweed and blue-

berries with their droppings. Fallen

leaves build more humus and, when
the soil is receptive, drifting seeds of

aspen establish the first trees. In the

ensuing years a forest begins to grow.

Not like the original forest, to be
sure, for the rich soil that nurtured

those trees will not be replaced for

centuries, if then. But less demanding
species will cover the scars and add
their leaves to the soil accumulating
beneath them. In time they will be
replaced by trees of other species — a

stable and self-perpetuating climax

forest — and, at least in theory, plant

succession will have come to an end.

Shortly after a fire, the dearth of

vegetation is reflected in the paucity

of animal life. But as plants gain a

foothold, so do the insects that feed

on them, and the birds that eat the in-

sects. As cover improves, meadow
mice find places to tunnel and feed,

and weasels find good hunting.
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Figure 3.18

Sketchbook pages occasionally appear in magazines to illustrate articles, such
as this one done by wildlife illustrator Ned Smith for National Wildlife, a
magazine of the National Wildlife Federation.

Reproduced courtesy of the artist.





Chapter

Sketching

Jfround the Home
Although the natural world is often spoken

of in terms of rural or wilderness areas, it

also exists within most human environ-

ments, even among those seemingly

devoid of nature. It may appear in abun-

dance in a carefully tended backyard or in a

few spots adjacent to a city parking lot. But

wherever one is outdoors, a stray weed, a

bird, a clump of grass, or an insect can soon

be found. And putting them in the context

of the local landscape or environment, will

help us to know more about our own living

spaces.

Much of the awareness that plants,

animals or birds share in our lives depends

on a learned sensitivity to their presence.

We may have a vague sense of birds singing

beyond our window. But, usually, until

someone points out that it is a blue jay, a

cardinal, or a house sparrow, we drop the

sound from our consciousness. There are

many common, everyday events of nature

right around our own homes if we know

where to look and what to look for. Histor-

ically, there have been numbers of

renowned naturalists who rarely went
beyond their own town to study all they

wanted in the natural world. Of course,

Thoreau is one of the best examples in this

country.

Using the methods of field sketching,

you can set up your own natural history

study and learn a great deal about things

that even the top scientists know little

about. It is true that most scientists prefer to

study more exotic species than the common
robin hopping in their own back yard. I

once asked an eminent entomologist from

Harvard University about an interesting

gray moth I had seen in my back yard, and
he had no idea what it was or what its life

history might be.

Do not feel, therefore, that you must

go distances to draw and to observe nature.

Many of us, due to pressures of time, jobs,

or family have little opportunity for lengthy

67
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Figure 4.1a

While working on a drawing one day, I paused to look out the window.
Inspired by what was there, I got out my journal and using a felt-tipped pen
recorded briefly a moment observed in a city's landscape.

stretches of drawing or nature study. When
we do have the time, we want our subjects

readily available. This is precisely why both

amateur and professional artist/naturalists

turn to photographs or museum mounts for

much of their resource material. Yet, the

experience of seeing a subject in its own

environment is vital if one is to have a full

understanding of a larger ecological

dynamic.

Edwin Way Teale was a naturalist/

writer who, although traveling throughout

the country to write some of his books,

spent many of his years studying his own
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Figure 4.1b

Figure 4.1a was the inspiration for this illustration which appeared on the back

page of Sanctuary, the Massachusetts Audubon Society's newsletter, in January
1982. The intention of this sketch was to show the variety of nature subjects

that can be seen from a city window on an ordinary day, and to show the

subjects engaged in common activities.

plot of land in Connecticut. He wrote a

book about the seasons which guided my
own early observations of nature. In Circle

of The Seasons: The Journal of a Naturalist's

Year (Dodd, Mead, and Co., New York,

1953) Teale wrote in the last entry of

December 31:

There is, in nature, a timelessness, a

sturdy, undeviating endurance. ... All

around us are the inconstant and the

uncertain. The institutions of men alter

and disintegrate. . . . But in the endless

repetitions of nature—in the recurrence of

spring, in the lush new growths that
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replace the old, in the coming of new birds

to sing the ancient songs, in the continuity

of life and the web of the living—here we
find the solid foundations that, on this

earth, underlies at once the past, the pres-

ent and the future.

It was Teale who showed me how to look at

goldenrod galls, praying mantises, rain on

leaves, earthworms, and red-winged black-

birds. He taught me not to take any of it for

granted. Although he is a writer and I am
an artist, we both have the same desire to

record the miraculous in the most ordinary

of events. You can do the same by just look-

ing out your window or by taking no more
than a five-minute walk around your yard.

Figure 4.2

Observational notations of house sparrow behavior that were drawn from the

same desk window. These brief periods of watching add up I have been seeing

this pair (or a similar pair) of sparrows go through their various displays for

three years now. One of the many things I have learned is that house sparrows

mate throughout the year, begin fussing with their nests as early as January
but do not breed or rear young until spring.
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Before you try drawing what you see,

do some background work first. Establish

whether you wish to use a field journal

method as described in Chapter 3, a note-

book where drawings and sketches will be

interspersed among written notes on lined

paper, or a drawing pad where sketches

will predominate over writing. Establish

why you want to study the landscape

around your home, what your goals are,

and who you are doing it for. Remember,
we all do our best learning when we feel in

control of our own education. Always try to

balance the emphasis of improving your

drawing with improving your observation

skills.

Figure 4.3

These were sketched while looking principally at the animals and not at the

paper. Shading and detail were refined from memory when the animal moved.
It is important to keep the pencil moving and not to wait for the animal to

regain a previous pose. Go on to fill up a page with five or six sketches of

various shifting postures.
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72 Sketching Around the Home

Again, before setting out to draw your

backyard kingdom, become familiar with its

general characteristics. Make a list of what
might be found there and then add on to it

as you discover new things and as the sea-

sons change. You may live in the country,

the city, in the woods, by a lake, in a sub-

urb, or in a college dormitory. No matter

where you live you need only to look out a

window to draw cloud formations, posi-

tions of the sun, moon, or stars, contrasting

varieties of trees and shrubs, a small sketch

of the land's configuration, or perhaps a

passing bird, insect or other animal. (See

the chart, Figure 3.16 in Chapter 3 for spe-

cific subjects to look for by season and by

habitat.)

Title your lists with the name of your

street, town, and state. Record the date and
year so that your list will have a seasonal as

well as specific time focus. Then, space out

eight categories on one or two sheets of

it Hw.t- un«Ui k/ *K.

Figure 4.4

CLARE WALKER LESLIE

Studies of a dead chickadee drawn with

HB and 3B pencils and watercolor wash.

Take advantage of opportunities to draw
fresh-killed animal, so that you may
know better what it looks like when
alive. This is helpful particularly as fur

color fades once a specimen has been
dead for any length of time.
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paper. Label them as follows: Deciduous

and Evergreen Trees, and Shrubs; Native

Plants; Garden Plants; Birds; Mammals;
Other Animals (reptiles, amphibians,

insects); Geology; Weather. Somewhere on
the page briefly describe your home land-

scape, such as—housing development in a

mid-atlantic state's rolling foothill, single

family home surrounded by oak/pine

woods in a suburban community, or cam-

pus dormitory having only landscaped

planting.

Go either to a window or outside your

building. Become an explorer in the

environment that you supposedly know
best. See how many things you can notice

Figure 4.5

Described here is an unusual interchange, and one that brought up some yet

unanswered questions: Why do sharp-shins chase blue jays? Why do blue jays

chase sharp-shins? Why such displays of aggression so late in the season?

Often when least expecting it some interesting events can be observed.
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4 Sketching Around the Home

that you never knew were there before and
list them under your categories. What is the

insect on the rose bush, and what might it

be doing? What plants grow next to the

sidewalk? Is there any bird activity in the

trees overhead? Stop for a moment and lis-

ten. Even if you do not know what they are,

jot down a brief description of them using

words and images. (See Figures 3.1 or 4.4.)

Learning to listen, to smell, to touch, as

well as to look carefully are essential com-
ponents in becoming a good field sketcher.

Bend over and see what is in the grass at

your feet. There is a kingdom among the

ant hills, the insect pathways, and the ani-

mal burrows. Go later to a field guide to

learn what you have seen, but do not be too

concerned with the names of things while

you are outdoors. It is more important to

watch what they are doing or how they are

growing.

Outside our apartment in Cambridge,

Massachusetts we have a Norway maple
tree which has little room to grow between
the curb of the street and the sidewalk

slabs. Year by year more of its branches die

and fall to the ground. Yet, the tree has

been a yearly home to nesting starlings,

and has provided insect food for neighbor-

ing downy woodpeckers, chickadees, a

brown creeper. It has provided the territory

for the courtship activities of numerous
house sparrows, and has offered its top

branches as excellent sentinel posts for sev-

eral cardinals and blue jays in the spring

when they have needed to sound off their

spring calls. Without going ten feet from

my home, I have learned a tremendous
amount about bird behavior, much of

which cannot yet be found in any literature

about birds. Once you become an artist/nat-

uralist of the "ordinary" events of nature,

you will find that many of your questions

may go unanswered. But this only adds to

the mystery and interest in studying the

natural world. (A helpful book on bird

behavior is, A Guide to the Behavior of Com-
mon Birds by Donald W. Stokes. Little,

Brown, and Company of Boston, 1979.)

^)S^

Figure 4.6

While on the telephone I noticed a grey squirrel eating and
then stuffing maple leaves into a maple tree hole. With a

brown felt-tipped pen on a scrap of paper, I made note of

what I saw. What was the squirrel doing? Was this to be its

winter nest hole?

Sketching around the home can, in

fact, allow you the most opportunity for

observing nature on a daily basis. It is a

place you know best and frequent most
often. The seasonal cycle of trees on your

lawn is comparable to the cycle of trees in

the country. The activities of resident as

well as migratory birds are similar, yet you
will have a better opportunity to watch

them on a regular basis, if you set up feed-

ing stations, nesting boxes, or plant trees

which attract birds. Although squirrels,

chipmunks, rabbits, or skunks may not be

what you have in mind for wildlife sketch-
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Figure 4.7

An interesting exercise can be one in which you draw the plants (and animals)

found within a designated space. The area could range in size from 3' x 3' up
to 30' x 30', but not much larger or the project takes on a different scope. This

project was done in the small yard in front of a city apartment. Until sitting

down to sketch, 1 had never noticed all that had been growing there.



Figure 4.8

Here are two of several sketches documenting
the blooming sequences of plants growing in

the same front yard that was described in

Figure 4.7 the previous fall. A technical draw-

ing pen was used for no more than five minutes
while kneeling beside the plant.

MRrtPfTWN

Figure 4.9

paul karpetian (professional illustrator from
Massachusetts)

Landscape sketch of a backyard in Atherton,

California.

Sketched with croquill pen and black ink, this is a

fine example of line used to describe light, shadow,

and mass rather than mere outline. Compare this

method with that in Figure 4.14.
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ing, they will, however be better subjects

than a bobcat, fox, or deer, as they can be

seen living close to human habitation and
their activities can be observed for longer

periods of time. I recommend to all stu-

dents, that they spend time drawing their

own cat or dog, guinea pig, gerbil, or the

squirrels or chipmunks they find in their

own back yards. It is important to observe

any animal in motion, how it walks or

feeds, how its body is constructed, and
how its fur lies along its body. Much can be

learned from the common gray squirrel

about how to draw other members of the

rodent family, such as the muskrat,

meadow mouse, flying squirrel, or beaver.

Figure 4.10

Stopping to watch a small event happening
outdoors can make a day have more interest. I

watched this pair for several weeks while I

busied about with an active household.

Reflecting on the adult phoebe's activity in

comparison to mine, I realized they worked
for longer hours than I did.
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Wayne trimm (professional wildlife artist from New York)

Soft-pencil field sketches of a beetle and a caterpillar.

Figure 4.12

When sketching snow, you need to place images around areas

of paper to be left white. Watch to see where snow falls and
how it changes the shapes of things as well as being changed
itself by shadows and highlights.
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Figure 4.13

gunnar brusewitz (Swedish artist/naturalist)

Study of an old mill in the snow (pencil with watercolor).

Small landscape sketches such as this can be done from a window or by

finding subjects not very far from home. Observe how the artist increases the

whiteness of the snow with strong contrasts of dark water, trees, and building.

If unable to take your sketch pad with

you outdoors, make a clear mental note of

something that you wish to record later

when back indoors. Remember three or

four key features and as soon as you can on

return, jot a brief sketch of it in your journal

or sketch pad. Then, go to a field guide or to

photographs and redo a more accurate and
detailed drawing or sketch so that you can

better imprint into your mind exactly how
the subject looked. Refer to the memory
sketches reproduced in this book and to

Exercise 3 in Chapter Two on memory
sketching.

Observational sketching can also be

done indoors if you are unable to be outside

in a situation where you can do field sketch-

ing. Things collected from an outdoor walk,

such as dried seed pods, grasses, mush-

rooms, twigs, or shells can be sketched on

return. There is a tendency to want to make

more extensive drawings, so try to limit

your drawing time to approximately five

minutes per object and shift the emphasis

from creating a finished work to creating an

informational sketch.

When sketching any subject, try to

find something extraordinary about it, no

matter how ordinary it may appear. Try to

describe in your sketch what is interesting

from both artistic as well as scientific

points. Learn to ask questions that will lead

to learning more about the subject. If draw-

ing an acorn, for example, ask yourself why
it is round; what is the function of the cap;

are there differently shaped acorns; who
eats them; why are they brown; when do

they first appear on a tree; what are the

seeds like on other neighboring trees. You
can learn a great deal about oak trees, and

botany in general, without going very far

from home.
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Figure 4.14

My grandfather, William H. Walker, was a professional artist who always kept a

sketchbook nearby. Perhaps this was a study for a painting or just something
that caught his eye. Notice his interest in light and shadow as it defines form.

He was an artist who used the full range of the pencil's tones.

y JMk>>
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Figure 4.15

carla brennan (artist from
Massachusetts)

Studies of horse chestnuts taken from

field journals.

Carla was studying form, tone, and
pencil technique, in addition to gathering

information about a horse chestnut.
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Figure 4.16

Here are twigs collected from a walk and drawn once back

indoors with a technical pen (I generally do not carry a good

pen outdoors.) I was primarily interested in the contrasting

shapes of these twigs, which were all collected from trees

growing along our road. The drawings were entered later in

my field journal when I had a quiet moment to study them.
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Figure 4.17

If sketching recently-killed specimens, be sure to draw
various angles to learn as much about features and shape as

possible. Mark down necessary identification markings. (If

you do not want to store a specimen in the refrigerator for

later sketching, expect to have enough immediate time to do
at least an hour's drawing series to get any real sense of the

creature.)
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Sketching Around the Home

Use the illustrations in this chapter as

guides for exercises that you can do on your

own or with a class. The following list gives

general categories of locations around

home where you can do field sketching.

Add onto the list as you get to know your

home area and your own interests.

of a place or thing, but a particular feeling

or character if it is a landscape, and a par-

ticular behavior or physial feature if it is an

animal or plant. When outdoors, you are

studying an environment and its elements.

There will be plenty of time when back

inside to do more refined drawings.

SUGGESTED HABITATS
FOR FIELD SKETCHING

In choosing where and what to sketch, spe-

cial attention should be given to the fact

that you want to describe not just a portrait

Looking Out the Window:

Deciduous or evergreen tree and shrub

shapes throughout the seasons; bird

activity—feeding, roosting, preening, court-

ing, nesting, "loafing", defending territory;

weather, cloud formations, rain and snow,

moon rise and sunset, stars and con-

stellation configurations; small landscape

V '/preset <h, firmly &«*(. Figure 4.18

There are many wildlife programs on television

today that are well worth a try at sketching. They
offer terrific experience in drawing animals in

their natural setting. Although highly challenging

because the animals move rapidly and often

disappear from view, the film simulates a real-life

situation with the benefits of close observation

and sequences of behavioral activities. Images
can be reworked and improved upon during the

commercials. Television sketching also provides

an opportunity to learn about groups of animals

in specific habitats, with educational narrative to

help your sketching take on more meaning.
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studies no larger than 3" x 5" to be varied

according to the season; plants both wild

and cultivated; presence of any wild or

domestic animals.

• Inside the Home:

Potted plants or cut flowers both from out-

doors or from a florist; household pets in

various poses of activity; objects collected

from an outdoor walk to be sketched for

identification; indoor insects such as house

flies, an occasional beetle or ant; TV
sketching of wildlife films.

• Around the Yard:

Weed and grass varieties; seasonal plants

in the flower and vegetable garden and
their growth sequences; types of trees and
shrubs—sketch their buds, flowers, seeds,

twigs, bark and overall shape; an ecolo-

gical study by season of a backyard pond,

stream, school yard, vacant lot or other

nearby space that is no larger than an acre.

Neighborhood Conservation Land, Nature Cen-

ter, Wildlife Sanctuary, or Park:

Observation of one specific area on a reg-

ular basis for several seasons to be

recorded, if possible, in the journal format;

landscape studies of specific environ-

ments, combining a small sketch of the

landscape with sketches of the various

plants and animals within it, all on the

same page or on accompanying pages;

study of specific plants throughout a year;

observation of squirrel activity; sketching

live animals and birds that are both caged

and wild.

^U Cv
Figure 4.19

While studying wildflowers in a

local nature center's garden, this

toad hopped into view. (Done with

a felt tipped pen.) ^^
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Figure 4.20

One spring, I visited a local Audubon sanctuary weekly to observe ana record

as much as possible in a morning's walk. I went without expectation of what
might be found and began the day by walking slowly along a path for about
fifteen minutes, trying to be fully aware of what was immediately around. Soon
something would rustle in the leaves or fly overhead, and I would be off on a

morning's investigation, recording whatever came along. As you can see, it was
nothing spectacular, and yet, it was very much so. My focus was to observe the

progression of spring in its various states of animal and plant activity. I learned

a great deal of local natural history during this period. For example, I had never
taken the time to watch titmouse courtship before.
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Figure 4.21

steve lindell (British research chemist)

Field studies of white-tailed deer.

Ken Carlson, a prominent American wildlife artist, comments in Patricia van

Gelder's book Wildlife Artists at Work, "Through observation you get a feeling

about how the animals should look and how they behave, which cannot be

captured even by a photo .... I sketched for years at the zoo to learn how an
animal moves" (pp. 38 and 47).
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Figure 4.22

CLARE WALKER LESLIE

Studies of a red fox in Weyehill, England, 1976.

One summer I was fortunate enough to study with the well-known British

wildlife artist, Dr. Eric Ennion. I drew the fox while Dr. Ennion sat beside me,
also drawing. This is by far the best way to learn from a teacher. I have made
an arrow pointing to the pencil line drawn in the lower right corner. Ennion
spoke continually of hard and soft lines that give the impression of tone and
mass without needing to add shading. He had us using 5B and 6B pencils,

which, if sharpened with a knife, can form a variety of edges to the lead. The
other arrow in the center of the page points to a shape that was first drawn and
then shaded in as one manner of blocking out tonal areas. (This technique is

used by a number of wildlife artists, one being Francis Lee Jacques, as

illustrated in Figure 6.21) Another point Dr. Ennion repeatedly spoke of was,
"Do not make a pretty picture but draw what you see . . . Get the major
features that say fox." He was a master in evoking the essence of an animal's

character with the minimum of lines and color. At 76 Ennion had many years of

study behind him yet he forever gave the impression he was still learning.
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Figure 4.23

CLARE WALKER LESLIE

Studies of Canada geese at

Massachusetts Audubon Society's

Drumlin Farm, 1982. 3B technical pencil.

Observe the emphasis upon recording

specific behavioral postures.

n i
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Figure 4.24

When drawing animals, you never know
when they might get up and wander off.

Therefore, a very rapid line placement
(the gesture method) sets in the general

pose and shape. If the animal moves, the

basic form has already been defined. If

the animal remains, more detail can be
applied until you decide you have done
enough or the animal moves. This 2B
pencil sketch of a neighbor's dog took

about five minutes.
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Chapter

Sketching Jiature

in the City

Despite what one may think, the city offers

a great opportunity to study and sketch

nature. Nature has conditioned itself to sur-

vive despite the challenges made daily

upon it by the human environment. Per-

haps it is due to the sharp contrast with

brick, asphalt, and urban congestion that

plants, animals, and birds stand out in keen

relief against a city's background.

I often surprise people when I say that

I see more varieties of nature in the city

than in the country. One reason for this is

that the flora and fauna that exist in the city

concentrate themselves in small green

areas, which can be as big as a park or as

small as a crack in a sidewalk. On the other

hand, in the country, birds and animals can

range over large areas, and herbacaeous

and woody plants do not come in such

assortments. This is due to the fact that in

the city most species have been planted,

and many are not native but have been

imported because they grow well in urban

conditions. For example, marigolds, which

are native to Mexico, thrive in the city but

cannot be found growing wild in the coun-

try. Other imports to our cities are the

French horse chestnut, the Japanese maple,

the English hawthorn, and the Chinese

gingko. Among the birds imports include

the English house sparrow and the Euro-

pean starling. Many urban parks, backyard

gardens, and even borders around office

buildings can have patches of spring bulbs,

evergreen shrubs, and summer-flowering

annuals, all of which, because they are from

nursery stock, do not grow wild in the

country. A lesson in urban natural history

is a lesson in the colonization of its peoples;

for, when a city is settled, its people bring

along memories from the homeland

—

favored plants that then adjust, too, to the

new world. A walk down a city street today

can be a walk into parts of an old English
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Figure 5.1

STEVE LINDELL
Field journal page.
A former student of mine, Steve used his journal as a means of studying the
new area where he was living.
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garden; for one can find pepperweed, cock-

lebur, speedwell, heal-all, Queen Anne's

Lace and many more.

Another factor that accounts for the

abundance of species in the city relates to

the climate. Due to the warmth transmitted

by hot streets and buildings, spring comes
earlier, and fall stays later. When all the

leaves are off the trees just ten miles out

into the country, a number of trees still hold

leaves in the city. Also, several wild ani-

mals have found their way into urban

regions. Due to food availability from open
trash barrels and litter on the streets, rac-

coons, oppossum, rats, house mice, gray

squirrels and occasional rabbits and red fox

find city living easier than in the country.

As I write, in my city apartment, I look

out to see herring gulls gliding and turning

in the sky just above. By watching for just a

few moments, I can study the various poses

they are taking and wonder about what
they are doing. Why has that one just flip-

ped? What are they looking for? Where
have they come from? How can I tell they

are herring and not another type of gull? It

is from brief observations such as these that

you can begin your study of nature in the

Figure 5.2

A landscape sketch can provide one way of listing various trees and plants on a

given piece of property. Notice how labels have been added to the trees,

whereas in a less diagnostic type of landscape study this would not be done.

Actually labelling plants in a sketch can be most useful for landscape designers

or architects.
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Figure 5.3

Another identification sketch done in about thirty minutes' time.

2B pencil in a sketchbook.

city. Nature study does not have to be a big

production. Much can be seen while on

your way to work, while pausing to look

out the window during a coffee break, or on

a weekend stroll through the park. And
likewise, the field sketches of these obser-

vations can be simple and without much
technical detail.

In both spring and fall, a surprising

number of migratory as well as resident

birds, can be found in city arboretums and
parks, and along riverways. From, their

flight above urban tracts, they spot these

strips of green and will congregate for a

rest, knowing that where there are masses
of trees there are insects to be found. Many
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Figure 5.4

Getting out of the car one rainy, misty day, I caught sight of

a brilliant cluster of orange crocuses beside our apartment.

Before going inside I did a brief study using felt-tipped pen
and adding some colored pencil. If you carry a sketchbook

in the car, you can take advantage of opportunities like this

to draw.

sketch animals, gray squirrels, for example,

are excellent subjects because they usually

are found wherever there are groups of

large trees where they can build their nests

and be protected. Since they are so

accustomed to people, they can often be

enticed by peanuts or bread, and so

sketched from close distances. Behavior

activities can be easily studied throughout

the year with a squirrel. There is much time

spent in open food-hunting, courtship or

defense of territory-chasing, nest-building,

and rearing of young. Two broods of young
may be produced, in late winter and in late

spring. Learning to draw the common gray

squirrel will help you to draw other mam-
mals in the rodent (gnawing mammal) fam-

Figure 5.5

Finding it so unusual to see a barred owl settled in a tree

beside this busy city street, I pulled an envelope out of my
purse and on the back briefly sketched proof that this had

been seen on a chilly night in November. People who
stopped wondered what I was sketching before they looked

up.

birdwatchers go not just to the countryside

in spring, but to these green oases where
they may be assured of seeing such birds as

parula, palm, and Wilson's warblers or

blue-winged teal, pintails, and ruddy
ducks. An avid birdwatcher in Boston once

wrote an article with a list of birds he had
seen over the past ten years from his office

in a large building complex in the heart of

the city. His list of about sixty birds

included the great blue heron, black duck,

peregrine falcon, Canada geese, and white-

throated sparrow. Perhaps because many
birdwatchers happen to live in the city lists

such as this one are not all that unusual.

An interesting aspect about studying

nature in the city is that there are fewer

places for animals to hide or for plants to

blend in within a larger mass of vegetation.

The species that exist are usually readily

seen or heard. If first learning to field
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a^ Figure 5.6

Having drawing equipment in the car

meant I could sketch while giving our

son a nap. Cemeteries or parks with

roadways are good places to go when
only able to sketch from a car window.

ily. In addition, it is thrilling to know that

although these animals are citified, they are

still wild and have wild ways about them
that are comparable to those of relative spe-

cies in the woods and far off prairies. Most
libraries have books on the life of the gray

squirrel with good photographs which can

be drawn from. Get in the practice of first

doing observational field sketches to famil-

iarize yourself with the animal alive, and

then go to a reference source for a more

detailed study and finished drawing. Never

try to do a finished drawing while watching

something or you will waste a great deal of

time looking at the paper and not at what is

in front of you. The wildlife British artist,

Eric Ennion, whom I studied with said,

"When in doubt always look and draw
later. Learn to build up your powers of

observation as well as your drawing pow-
ers."

Other animals that can be easily found

and sketched on a regular basis in the city

are birds. House sparrows, pigeons, star-

lings, and occasionally robins, downy
woodpeckers, and blue jays can be found
feeding, roosting, nesting, rearing young,
or just flying about through the many
urban neighborhoods. When possible, put

out a bird feeder or acquaint yourself with a



Figure 5.7

william m. yenkevich (professional

illustrator from Pennsylvania)

Sketches of pigeons.

Bill remarked in a letter, "I know how I

am with mv field sketchbook. It's a kind

of bible to me. It gives me so much
needed information for my scientific

illustrations and paintings, something

the mind cannot hold." Personal

communication, December 1982.
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Figure 5.8

If you have not carried a sketchbook with

you on a walk, make careful mental
notes of what you observe and record it

on return. Most of the page was sketched

from memory with some reference help

from a field guide, and entered in my
journal. City reservoirs are good places

in which to look for ducks and gulls,

particularly in winter because they con-

gregate where the water remains open.
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particualr area that attracts several birds on
a regular basis. Keep a seasonal journal of

activity and you will learn perhaps as much
as a university ornithologist can tell you
about the habits of the "common" birds.

Wherever there is planting in the city,

there are insects to be found. Honey and
bumble bees as well as ants and wasps
climb over the most urbanized flowers. One
can find spiders stringing webs from street

signs, monarch butterflies darting past an

office window, or even a dragon fly landing

on a car while waiting at a stop light. Once

Figure 5.9

Walking past one of Harvard's brick buildings one day, I

chanced to see this insect hovering over the ivy covering

the walls. On return, I looked in a guidebook and found it

to be a day-flying moth and not a butterfly, as I had
expected. Had I not accustomed myself over the past

several years to be always on the look out for such
interesting events as this one, I doubt I would have noticed

the moth. It is true, the more you use your journal as a

means of learning about nature, the more there will be to

learn.
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while paying for a book over the counter of

a store I watched a beetle slowly wend its

way across the cash register. Fortunately,

the cashier never was told and I went out

smiling at the amusing way nature makes

its way into the human world. Upon
returning home, I went right to a guide

book to find out what it was, but I never

found out how it got there or what it was
doing.

As suggested in Chapter 4, first lay out

a chart or list of the natural subjects that

you have noticed around your apartment

building, office, single family home, or

along your commute to work or school. If

you find you can think of very little, take a

pad with you on the next commute or go
now to a window and list what you see. Try

to fill in three or four subjects under each of

the eight categories (of course this will vary

by season and by location): Deciduous and
Evergreen Trees and Shrubs; Native Plants;

Garden Plants; Birds; Mammals; Other Ani-

mals (Reptiles, Amphibians, Insects);

Geology; Weather. Title your list with the

address of your dwelling, or the district

through which you commute, and the

name of the city and state. Record a date

and year so that your list will have a sea-

sonal as well as specific time focus. Then,

briefly describe the overall characteristics of

the urban habitat which you will be study-

ing. Is it predominantly residential? Are
there front lawns and tended gardens? Is it

mostly asphalt with apartment or office

highrises? Does it include a park, or river,

or lake front? What is the ratio of people to

nature? Is it a small or large city? Is it in the

East, Midwest, or Far West of this country?

Having a list at the front of your journal or

your sketch book will help you decide what
specific elements you wish to observe and
what elements seem to be most observable

during certain seasons, on a given day, or

even time of the day. Obviously, you will

not be able to observe varieties of tree buds
in summer or the rearing of starling young
in winter.
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Figure 5.10

This field sketch was done by a student of mine
currently enrolled at a local art college. He had never

before sketched nature outdoors. Although humbled by
the results, he was excited by what he had seen and by
the fact it had given him opportunity to spend some
time in a place he liked. He found himself sketching

birds doing things that elicited numerous questions

about bird behavior.

Figure 5.11

Small vistas can be sketched by going down to the river, to a park, or to any
area where there is a bit of open space. Keep the drawings small and free of

detail. Do not sketch for longer than thirty minutes to keep your drawings

fresh and not overworked. Record place, date, and time so that you tie what
you are drawing in to a particular time and seasonal reference. This sketch was
done with a 2B and a 4B pencil within an 8" x 4" frame. For more information

on landscapes refer to Chapter 2.
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Figure 5.12

I collected two twigs from our street to study more closely indoors because I

was interested in learning about their leaf and floral structures. I used a
technical pen with a bit of colored pencil, and drew this into my field journal.
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Figure 5.13

The student who did these studies was
more interested in the beauty of form

than in scientific structure. Sketching

serves both scientific and artistic

purposes.

Figure 5.14

Sketching from a train window can present a real challenge but definitely

makes the ride more interesting. Because you are constantly looking for things

to draw, you become very aware of every detail that flashes by. I was quite

surprised by the number of natural things we identified as we traveled through

rather unattractive parts of metropolitan Boston.
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City sketching of nature need not be

done only outside. Zoos, aquariums, green-

houses, science museums, and university

biology departments are important to fre-

quent. There, animals and plants can be

seen at close range and studied in ways that

are not possible when encountered out-

doors. Sketching, as a method of recording

what is in a museum, can also provide a

valuable way of taking notes without the

necessity of staying for lengthy periods in

front of a display. Limit yourself to ten min-

utes per note-taking sketch and you will not

only speed up your powers of observation,

but you will also be surprised at how much
information you can record. Try to concen-

trate your studies on those animals or

plants that are local to your region or to

those you are likely to see outdoors.

Although it is fun to draw tigers and ele-

phants, if you are involved in a study of

your own habitat and the animals within,

you won't learn much from these animals

that is relevant.

$&<——

Figure 5.15

William h. walker (American political cartoonist,

1871-1938)

Sketches of Polar Bears at the Bronx Zoo.

Zoos are excellent resources for sketching animals.

Although not in their native habitats, you do have a chance

to study features and postures at close range. All wildlife

artists, at one time or another, go to zoos or other live

animal centers; there they can make pages and pages of

observational sketches and studies of particular features

they may not have reference for from a photograph or other

sketches done in the wild. Walker used these sketches in a

political cartoon for Life magazine in 1904, in which Russia

was represented by a bear.



Figure 5.16

bob kuhn (contemporary wildlife painter)

Sketches of a cougar, brown conte crayon.

Reproduced bv courtesy of the artist.

In his book The Animal Art of Bob Kuhn, (Connecticut: North Light Publishers,

1973, p. 13) Bob says of sketching: "Frequently, the quick indication of a gesture

is all you can manage, and all you should attempt. You might decide to make a

careful study of an animal's head, an arrangement of limbs, a paw or some
other segment of the whole animal. It matters not. Nor does it matter too much
if you mislay a sketchbook or two. The real gain is in your growing knowledge
of your subject."
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Figure 5.17

ri< hard gayton (professional illustrator from California)

Sketches of a black and white casqued hornbill from the San

Francisco Zoo done in Ko-i-noor's Negro pencil.
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Figure 5.18

john busby (British artist)

Sketches of snowy owls in the Edinburg Zoo done in soft

pencil with watercolor wash.

Busby has a superb ability to convey the essence of a bird,

using a minimum of lines. This comes from many hours

spent sketching and watching birds outdoors. It is his

interest not to describe physical detail so much as the form
and character of the bird, as if from the inside out, as he
explains it. In my opinion, John is one of the great artists of

the field sketch today. In a letter to me he said, "using a

sketchbook keeps one's eye fresh . . . You are always

drawing from the bird itself. While the camera freezes the

movement in a moment in time, the sketch can give the sense

of movement by the selective use of line and emphasis on
detail" (Personal communication, November 1982)
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Figure 5.19

In the notes I took this day while sketching at the New
England Aquarium in Boston, I wrote as though to my

students, "First, look around and see what's there. Choose
no more than three or four exhibits to sketch in a morning or

no more than twenty minutes per exhibit. Be prepared for

dim light, standing up awkwardly propping a pad, and
sketching around crowds of people. Use a felt-tipped pen,

since its dark lines are easier to see. Read labels to find out

about the fish. If drawings accompany the dioramas, see

how the fish are drawn there." These sketches were used
simply to get my eyes looking and were not touched up later.

The process of seeing/sketching, once again is more
important than the produced drawing.

Figure 5.20

I use a felt-tipped pen a lot when quickly sketching or when
away from my drawing table. I do this for several reasons.

Since I cannot erase, I must look more carefully, and, the

images often come out more crisply than when using pencil.

Since I write many notes, the pen serves both purposes well.

Also, I always have a pen somewhere with me, whereas I

often forget my pencil case. But if you find pencil preferable,

then use it. This sketch, done in a 5Yi" x 8V2" spiral drawing
pad that I carry when I travel, took no more than ten

minutes and contains the information I wanted.
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One advantage of living in an urban

area is the accessibility to institutions for

learning about nature when one is unable

to go to nature directly. In fact, many of this

country's great naturalists and naturalist/

artists lived in cities, as this is where their

employment was. The National Museum of

Natural History, a part of the Smithsonian

Institution is in Washington, D.C. The
Academy of Natural Sciences is in Phila-

delphia. The American Museum of Natural

History is located in New York City, and
the Field Museum of Natural History is in

Chicago. Excellent museums of natural his-

tory are also located in Cleveland, Min-

neapolis, Los Angeles, and San Francisco,

among other cities.

A book that has helped increase my
knowledge of urban nature and which has

aided my students, is written by the natu-

ralist/writer John Kieran who spent most of

his life in New York City. His book is titled

A Natural History of New York City

(Houghton-Mifflin Company of Boston,

1959). Mr. Kieran is quoted on the jacket's

fly leaf as saying:

. . . the destruction or elimination of plant

and animal life in the area, through the

blanketing of the ground by buildings and
pavements, is largely a matter of quantity,

and not of kind .... The remaining one-

fifth of the open ground or water will con-

tain practically all the kinds of plant and

animal life that once filled the whole area,

but by no means the same quantity . . .

There are more than 28,000 acres of public

parkland within the city limit .... Let the

population of the area increase and multi-

ply as it may, let men build and pave to

their heart's content, there will always be

many kinds and untold numbers of wild

things in the great city.

SUGGESTED HABITATS
FOR SKETCHING NATURE
IN THE CITY

Those of us who love nature, and yet must

live in the cities due to jobs, schooling con-

straints, or families, can still find much to

see in nature if we learn where to look.

Whether you use the journal/diary for-

mat, a small 3x5 sketch pad in a pocket,

or a spiral drawing pad, try to do sketching

on a regular basis, even if it can only be ten

minutes, two times a week. Only by sketch-

ing regularly can you improve your tech-

nique, as well as document within a

sequence the shifting of the seasons. Do not

be concerned with the quality of your draw-

ing. Technique can be worked on by draw-

ing bowls of fruit, coffee cups, or a sleeping

cat. Sketching demands that you record

with accuracy of observation. Having done

so, your method of drawing can only

improve over time. Refer to the chart in

Chapter 3 for a list of subject categorized by
the season, which can be sketched in the

city habitat.

• Along city streets:

Sketch deciduous, or evergreen tree and

shrub shapes throughout the seasons; bird

activity—feeding, roosting, preening,

courting, nesting, "loafing," defending

territory; weather, cloud formations, rain

and snow, moon rise and sunset, stars and

constellations. Do small landscape studies

no larger than 3" x 5" to be varied accord-

ing to the season. Sketch plants, both wild

and cultivated. Watch for the presence of

any wild or domestic animals (squirrels,

rats or mice, raccoon, skunk, bats, insects,

cats, dogs).

• Collecting and sketching at home:

Gather small branches from trees, flower-

ing plants, seeds or nuts from trees and

shrubs, feathers, shells, stones, grasses.

• While commuting on the train, bus, or by car:

Sketch small landscapes, tree shapes,

flowers in bloom, bird activity, neigh-

borhood landscape contrasts. Inventory

how much of nature can be found in differ-

ing neighborhoods.

• In an outdoor park, small garden, cemetery, or

arboretum:

Sketch small landscapes, tree shapes,

flowers in bloom, bird activity, herbaceous

plants both wild and cultivated, weed vari-
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eties, local animals (mammals and insects

in particular).

• /;/ a backyard or front yard:

Sketch small landscapes, tree shapes,

flowers in bloom, bird activity, herbaceous

plants both wild and cultivated, weed vari-

eties, local animals (mammals and insects

in particular).

• At a zoo:

Do sketches of varying poses of animals,

particularly those from your region. Do
one-minute, five-minute, and thirty-sec-

ond sketches and then one ten-minute

drawing to work on your technique.

Emphasize learning movement and

behavior in your sketches and details of

form in your drawing.

• At the aquarium:

Use methods of sketching to learn fish

types and their habitat groupings.

• At the science museum or natural history

museum:

Use a variety of methods, with both pen

and pencil, to record what interests you in

the museum. Do small landscape studies

at the dioramas and do several animals

within a family grouping in the display

cases. Contrast methods of sketching with

a few drawings.

• At the university biology department:

Sketching is to be used here to gather as

much information as you can about a spe-

cies; combine drawing with writing meth-

ods and try to be as scientific about your

observation as possible. Have a scientist

review your sketches for accuracy.

• At a flower show or botanical museum:

Document what you see by sketching for

later reference or for describing more fully

to someone else what you saw. A sketch

well done can speak better than many
words.





Chapter

Sketching

in the Country

A trip into the countryside can be even

more interesting if you take along a sketch-

book. There are numerous ways to use

drawing to record what you are seeing, as

the illustrations in this chapter suggest.

You may wish to use it as a way of learning

about a particular habitat, by making fre-

quent sketching forays to one chosen place

and throughout several seasons. You may
wish to use it in conjunction with bird-

watching or you may wish to use it as a

form of nature diary while on vacation.

Take some time to think about what it is

about a specific habitat that interests you
and then study it by recording your obser-

vations.

Sketching allows opportunities to take

another look at habitats that are quite

diverse and to examine closely what prop-

erties make one distinct from another, such

as open pasture land from deciduous or

evergreen woodland, sandy beach from

rocky coast, northern hardwood forest from

southern hardwood forest or midwestern

prairie from southwest desert. Throughout

the world there are different regions that

are defined by various ecological compo-
nents having universal components. A
rocky coast in Norway bears resemblance to

a rocky coast in Maine. American farmland

bears resemblance to British farmland. The
deserts of this country have features like

those in Africa. Find literature to read about

the various land formations of the world,

and it will greatly help when studying a

particular habitat or when traveling from

one region to another. It does help to have

read something about ecology and natural

history so that you have a general idea

about plant communities, geology, weather

influences, animal habitats, and so forth

when you visit a particular region. As natu-

ralist/artists, we are viewing a habitat as a

whole organism, even if we are studying its
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individual parts. (Refer to the Bibliography

for some suggested readings on general

natural history.)

When you go into the country to

sketch, you are going for numerous rea-

sons, some conscious and some not. You
are going to sketch because it gives you an

excuse to be where you want to be. You are

going because you want to know what is

out there. And, you are going because there

is in us all that desire to make some form of

record of a personal encounter with nature.

Henry David Thoreau wrote in his journal

on May 6, 1854, "It matters not where or

how far you travel—the farther commonly
the worse—but how much alive you are."

SKETCHING IN
PARTICULAR HABITATS

Use the sections in this chapter as aids and

the chart in Figure 3.27 as reference when
going to the particular environments

described. Whether you are alone, with a

group of friends, or with a school or

research group, it is always best to take

some time to think out what you want to

draw, how you wish to draw it, what tools

you will use, and, most important, why
you wish to draw it. Whether it be a land-

scape, plant, or animal, there is a broad

range of both artistic and scientific methods
for studying the countryside that can be

Figure 6.1

gunnar brusewitz (Swedish artist/naturalist)

Lillgardsbacken, March 29, 1978.

Pencil sketch with watercolor wash.
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employed and have been employed for cen-

turies. Choose which method (or methods)

sems best for you.

Grasslands and Meadows

At one point, 42 percent of the world's land

was covered by grasslands. Today, much of

that is developed or cultivated. All grass-

lands commonly share a rolling-to-flat ter-

rain, an animal life dominated by grazing

and burrowing species, extreme contrasts

in rains and drought, and plants and
grasses. All are on successional stages, if

left unmowed or unburned back to forest

conditions. In this country, the largest

grasslands, called prairies after the French

word for grasslands, are now few and far

between, and many of them have become
refuges and park lands. It is rewarding to

study grasslands and meadows for their

diversity of small mammals, birds, insects,

and reptiles, in addition to the grasses and
other herbaceous plants found there. And
to re-create on paper the open landscape,

where sky meets grass and wind is ever

present, is an exhilarating challenge for any

artist.

Figure 6.2

CLARE WALKER LESLIE

Field sketch page done on the McKnight
Prairie, Nothfeld, Minnesota, 1983.

Technical drawing pencil.

The wind was blowing the pages of my
journal and the sun was in my eyes. The

biologist with me was giving out informa-

tion so rapidly that I barely looked at the

page as I raced to get it all down. Later, I

was able to refine my notes. Having been so

engrossed in absorbing the essence of this

particular environment, its vision remains

deep in my memory.
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Figure 6.3

Three of a series of brief sketches done while driving in a jouncing pick-up

truck. Having the opportunity to draw this freely without concern for results,

enabled me to focus clearly on the Minnesota landscape and its essential

qualities, with barely a glimpse at the paper. To someone from the East Coast,

the open spaces of this region are truly magnificent. Here, I used a combination

of gesture and contour techniques.

Deserts, Canyons,
and Arid Lands

Although the desert land in this country is

small in contrast to the world's deserts,

what we have is impressive and beautiful.

Dry lands may receive as much rain as

other regions, but it evaporates too quickly

to be absorbed by the earth. As a result, all

living things must adapt to extremes of

heat, lack of water, and glaring sun. The

best time to see any activity is at night, par-

ticularly around water holes. Spring is also

a lovely time to visit the desert; this is when
wildflowers take over the dry land and turn

it into bursts of flaming colors. In the des-

ert, plants have evolved to reproduce

quickly while moisture is sufficient, result-

ing in the well-known sudden phenom-
enon called blooming of the desert. Also

well known are the cacti and other exotic

scrubby bushes that have evolved to sur-

vive the dry land existence. Go into the des-

ert with awe and wonder and you will not

leave disappointed.

no



Plate 1

JOHN BUSBY (contemporary British artist)

Watercolor field sketch of various gulls,

oystercatchers, a tern, and a shorebird.

Note that the artist has described the birds

in their natural position without attempting to

rearrange for a portrait likeness.

Plate 2

ERIC ennion (20th century British artist)

Watercolor study of two tawny owls. Always the

naturalist, Ennion wanted to show the two
color phases of the owls—red-brown and gray.

These owls were painted from memory
after the pair was seen in a nearby wood.

Reproduced from The Living Birds of Eric Ennion by

John Busby (Victor Gollancz Ltd.. 1982) p. 160. Courtesy of

the family of Eric Ennion.
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Plate 3 (top)

JOHN BUSBY (contemporary British artist)

Landscape study (Mid Yel Voe, Shetland). Out in the

field, John may do three or four landscape

studies during his time outdoors. Once back in the

studio, he will rework a sketch a number of

times, changing composition and color relationships until

a final piece emerges. This outdoor sketch was done
with a charcoal-type pencil and a watercolor wash. It

displays the artist's concern with the simplicity

of expressing a landscape's impression.

Plate 4 (center)

CLARE WALKER LESLIE

Landscape study in felt-tipped pen and colored pencil.

Plate 5 (below)

gunnar brusewitz (contemporary Swedish
artist/naturalist)

Field sketch of a moose in northern Sweden.
Brusewitz will redo a field sketch, working it into a

finished piece bv adding color once he is back indoors.

Then he will reproduce the piece into multiple

prints or cards, or as a plate for one of the many books

he has written on the natural history of Sweden.
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Plates 6 and 7

JULIE ZICKEFOOSE (artist/naturalist from Connecticut)

Part of a series of studies of a great horned owl.

The model for the watercolor study above was a live bird

in a rehabilitation center for injured birds in

Connecticut. At right is a life study in pencil and

watercolor of a great horned owl.



Plate 8

CHARLES TUNNICLIFFE (20th century British artist)

Field study in pencil and colored chalk of a gray

lag goose. Tunnicliffe's notes say "in wing moult,

Y Felin (Wales), July 12, 1952."
'

Reproduced from A Sketchbook of Birds In/ C F. Tunnicliffe (Neio York:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1979) p. 63. Permission to

reproduce given In/ the estate of C F. Tunnicliffe and the

Midland Bank, Bangor, Wales.

Plate 9

michael di GEORGio (wildlife artist from New York)

Watercolor study of a painted turtle.

Plate 10

CLARE WALKER LESLIE

Field sketch of an iris in a city garden. This sketch

was drawn in about thirty minutes with technical

drawing pen and colored pencil. Nothing was added later.

" 'ftat-wwi-
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Figure 6.4 A & B
STEVE LINDELL

Two journal pages done with a felt-tipped pen in an 8V2" x 11" hardbound
sketchbook. Steve kept a field journal while he drove across the United States

for the first time (See Figure 6.4B on next page.)

Ill
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Farms and Farmlands

Farming has now taken over much of the

open land that the pioneers once saw reach-

ing far across this country. Whether it is on

the vast grazing lands of the West or on the

rock-strewn pastures of the Northeast, ani-

mals are keeping the land from reverting

back into forest. Here are the places to

sketch sheep, cattle, horses, and goats, as

well as the barnyard chickens, pigs, ducks,

and ever-present swallows and sparrows.

Take a day to visit a local farm, sketching its

landscape, the plants of the meadows
nearby, and its various animals. It is a great

way to see how a community of animals

live together, as well as the operations of a

farm.

Figure 6.5

William h. walker (twentieth century

American political cartoonist)

Page from an 8V2" x 5W sketchbook.

If a subject interested him, Walker would
jot it down wherever he could find the

space on the page. Study the ease with

which he applied lines, attaining much
color range in his drawings.
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Figure 6.6

Studies can be made of small habitats as a way of seeing what can be found
within a defined area. Later, comparisons can be made with species found in

other habitats or during another season. This felt-tipped pen sketch was
recorded in an 8K2" x 11" sketchbook while on a bicycle ride along a country

road.
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Figure 6.7

Sketching can simplv be the reason for getting outdoors on a nice day.

Figure 6.8

Sketches of horses in a local pasture.

Notice how I am mostly concerned with

gesture, not caring about detail or

accuracy of proportion. As the animal

moved, I would go on to another pose.

Just a few repeated lines were enough to

indicate a bit of volume.
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Figure 6.9

Cows are harder to draw than one might think. It takes pages of sketches to get

one or two looking "cow-like." When people saw me sketching, no one
bothered me, or my car pulled over to the side of the road. If people see you
with a sketch pad, often they will smile and leave you to your work. If I had
simply been standing there staring, I might have caused more comment.

Figure 6.10

Vermont landscape.

t-V-ta.
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Figure 6.11

We all think we know what roosters look

like until we try drawing them. Not until

I drew this cock did I learn the correct

features of the common Rhode Island

Red.

& 2k
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/

Figure 6.12

winslow homer (American painter,

1836-1910)

Study of Boy Milking, pencil with white

gouache.
Courtesy of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

This is an exquisite little piece, probably
one of hundreds that Homer did. All

great artists have books and files full of

similar sketches, which may or may not

get worked into later paintings. Wl
f rW- 7 %-<S
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River Valleys

Water flows through many of our land-

scapes, often defining geologic contours

and vegetative diveristy as it wanders.

Spend a day along a grassy bank, learning

which plants, animals, and specific land

features might be found there. Nighttime is

a wonderful time to be near water, when
images are dulled and sounds and smells

are magnified, the moon or stars glitter

across the water, and things rustle in the

bushes. If you do not have your sketch-

book, as was my situation in Figure 6.14,

look hard at the scene, engrave its image as

well as its mood in your mind. When back

home, draw what best symbolizes the expe-

rience you just had. Do not attempt to re-

create it exactly. What is more important is

the poetic expression of the situation's

impression on you.

Figure 6.13

cathy johnson (illustrator from
Missouri)

Pencil Study.

Observe how Cathy is able to apply

varied tones to the trees and grasses by
using the side of a pencil. Also, notice

how by using vertical strokes for shadows
she imparts a limpid quality to the water.

This drawing was probably done in the

same location as Figure 3.13.
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Figure 6.14

Night is a good time to trv a sketch, when details are dimmed and subtle tones

of gravs and blacks take over. A more careful drawing can be done from

memory once back indoors.

Woodlands

There are so many different types of wood-
lands that to define a typical one is nearly

impossible. Some are largely deciduous and
tion. In the tropics, forests are dense, rich

in number of plant species, and often very

wet while in the far north, forests can be

sparse, low in species diversity, and gener-

ally quite dry. Most of us live near woods
that are a mixture of hardwoods and ever-

greens, habitats typically composed of vari-

ous kinds of maples, oaks, birches, wal-

nuts, pines, spruces, and hemlocks. As you
go farther up a mountain slope, deciduous

trees and shrubs decrease and evergreen

trees of balsam and fir take over. At the

mountain top, where wind and water

activity may be fierce, trees hug low to the

rock formations and what herbaceous

plants or lichens are there cluster in com-

munities across the ledges. These plants

have specialized characteristics that enable

them to survive such alpine/arctic condi-

tions.

When you enter a woodland, you
should consider it as a self-contained eco-

system, defined by the woody and herb-

aceous plants, by the birds and animals,

and by the weather and geology of the

region. In the northeastern United States,

85 percent of the land is wooded, a percen-

tage that comes close to that which existed

when settlers first came to this country. At

the height of lumbering during the nine-

teenth century, 85 percent of the land was
open land. This gives you an idea of the

control we have on the topography of our

environment.
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The challenge in sketching woodland
scenes is in the complexity of subject. Trees

overlap, shrubs tangle in and out, and,

often, we are too much within the landscape

to get any perspective on it. Whatever you

do, do not even try to sketch it all. Be selec-

tive; spend some time just walking and

looking and then remain very simple in

your compositional arrangement of fore-

ground, middleground, and background.

(For more information on landscape sketch-

ing, refer to Chapter 2.) Keep your land-

scapes small (as in Figure 6.16A) and
juxtapose them with drawings of flowers or

twigs or any animal that you see within this

habitat.

The illustrations in this section were
chosen to give you some ideas of the vari-

ous ways one can look at woodlands. Take

a small sketch pad and go examine the

wooded area nearest you. Come back able

to describe its features to someone who has

never been there, with a series of sketches

of its plants, animals, and landscapes.

Figure 6.15

rembrandt van rijn (17th century Dutch painter)

Clump of Trees with a Vista, etching and drypoint.

Courtesy of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

Perhaps Rembrandt etched this directly onto the plate while outdoors, or

perhaps he took it from an earlier sketch. Whatever, his interest seems to be in

conveying the impression of a wooded area rather than in depicting anything

more realistic. Notice how much sunlight and atmosphere there is in this little

study. What strokes did he use to depict leaves, branches, and shadow
patterns? Rembrandt was a master of landscape portrayal and is an important

artist to study.
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Figure 6.16 A & B
Series of demonstrations for students during a class in sketching particular

habitats.
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Figure 6.17

wayne trimm (professional artist from New York)

Pencil sketch.

Drawn in a field journal while hiking Whiteface Mountain
in 1976, this might one day go into a painting, according to

the artist.
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Figure 6.18

Field journal page drawn during a walk to examine a

particular woodland habitat near our house. Had I not

begun drawing asters, I would never have noticed there

were so many varieties along just one path. Colored pencil

was added for specific color notation.

Ill
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Mountains

Mountains are fascinating, with their com-

plex histories. In order to understand some-

thing of a mountain, we must know about

geology and weather, and the history of

time. The mountains we see today have

undergone tremendous change in their 200

million years of existence. Therefore, when
you go to sketch or draw a mountain, keep

in mind the history you are looking at.

Since many of us do not have the

opportunity to sketch mountains unless we
are hiking in them or traveling past them,

our chances of doing any lengthy drawing

are probably limited. Whatever situation

you are in, focus on the major shapes of

your composition and leave out excessive

detail. Spend no more than twenty minutes

or you will begin to lose the spontaneity of

your impression. Be sure to describe the

sky and its clouds, if there are any, because

setting a mountain in front of a further

backdrop can help emphasize its height and
majesty. Use the full tonal range of your

pencil or pen to help give depth and con-

trast to your vista. Watch how the sun cre-

ates shadows and highlights along the con-

figurations on the slopes. Drawing moun-
tains is drawing mass and volume. This is

your chance to really experiment with what
you know about drawing techniques.

Figure 6.19

jean-baptiste-camille corot (French, 1796-1875)

A View of Mount Soracte from Civita Castellana, pen and iron-gall ink over

graphite on white paper.

Courtesy of the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge.

The achievement of this sketch is in the spontaneity of line and the simplicity

of composition. Often the best sketches are those that are done without much
forethought, as though from an unconscious source of inspiration. As in Figure

6.10, what has been left out has as much importance in terms of compositional

strength as what has been put in. This study should be carefully analyzed for

its compositional as well as expressive merits.
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Figure 6.20

Drawn after a day hiking, while sitting on the porch of a

Zealand Falls hut in New Hampshire's White Mountains.

This composition has been very tightly designed to help

control an otherwise overwhelming expanse of vista. The
eye is specifically led through the various planes and out

through the sky. Analyze how this has been done.

Figure 6.21

francis lee jaques (American artist/naturalist, 1887-1969)

Pencil sketch of the Alps, 23K2" x 32", 1935.

Reprinted by permission of the University of Minnesota Press from Francis Lee

Jaques: Artist/Naturalist by Donald T. Luce and Laura M. Andrews (University

of Minnesota Press, Publishers, 1982.)

To prepare for the large mural paintings that Jaques did for

the American Museum of Natural History in New York, the

artist had to spend an amount of time on field study

expeditions. Often, conditions for painting outdoors were
extremely difficult. Color photography had not yet been
well developed. So, Jaques evolved a system of field

sketching to effectively record essential information. His

sketches emphasize color and principal contours, the

results often having a paint-by-number effect. Once back in

the museum, though, these sketches became the most
accurate charts he would use to re-create the scene on a

much larger scale. Francis Lee Jaques is one of America's

greatest artist/naturalists. He believed that what could be
seen and known about nature was endless and that as an
artist he would do his best to bring this to the public's

attention. He is perhaps best known for the impressive

dioramas he painted for New York's natural history

museum and for many scratchboard illustrations in books
about his beloved northern Minnesota canoe country.

^ 6
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Figure 6.22

When you are hiking up a mountain, consider the contrasts in zones as you

climb; watch the change in vegetation growth and animal activity along the

trail. This diagram can be changed to suit whatever mountains you are near.
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SKETCHING WHILE
BIRD WATCHING

Sketching birds in the field is a challenging

experience even for the best of us. The bird

does not pose for even a minute. Binoculars

get in the way. The bird is but a speck in the

distant marsh. You are too busy identifying

it in the first place. Your pencil drops. And
so on. But persevere, because the experi-

ence is well worth the struggle and will

leave you with a much better idea of what
you were seeing and what it was doing.

Unless you have a camera with a high-pow-
ered lens, there is no other way than

sketching if you want a visual record of the

birds you have been watching and what

they were doing.

First, practice by sketching birds at a

feeder, in a pet store, or at a zoo. There,

you can be relatively near your subject, per-

haps be in a more comfortable position for

drawing for a while, and have a good while

to make many sketches of birds as they

move about within close range. Another

suggestion I give students (and I often fol-

low myself) is to sketch birds from pho-

tographs and from field guides so that you
can get the major identification features of

the bird and have them on hand when you

see it flash by outdoors (see Figure 2.14).

Another preparatory place for sketching

birds is in a science museum or biology
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department where there are mounted birds

or stuffed specimens. Although the birds

are not alive, you will have the opportunity

to study coloration and feature details, and
perhaps even handle the specimen without

worrying that it will move.

Major outdoor habitats in which vari-

ous species of birds may be found are:

• City:

Pigeon, starling, house sparrow, chick-

adee, crow, purple finch

• Suburbs:

Robin, blue jay, cardinal, downy wood-
pecker, junco

• Country:

Song sparrow, meadow lark, kestrel,

crow, mockingbird, red-tailed hawk

• Woodlands:

Hermit thrush, great horned owl,

nuthatch, various warblers, white-thro-

ated sparrow

• Rocky coast in winter:

Common loon, common eider, various

gulls, common goldeneye, bufflehead,

white-winged scoter

• Sandy beach in summer:

Various terns, yellowlegs, black-bellied

plover, least sandpiper, song sparrow,

common egret
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Figure 6.23

A sketch page done while on a bird-watching trip. Drawing methods are at

best crude since this was done while walking with the birds at a distance and
no opportunity to check the guide for more precise rendering. This is a

document of what was seen and can be used later if identification is needed for

the birds or plants.



Figure 6.24

wayne trimm (artist from New York)

Soft pencil field studies of a kestrel.
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Figure 6.25

John Busby sketching nesting seabirds

(See Figure 7.24). I had the good fortune to

study with John at his home outside

Edinburgh. He would say, "Get down the

impression of the bird, in the most spon-

taneous and quickest way possible. What
you see in the field is not feather detail but

the bird alive and natural in its own
landscape. Draw that aliveness." The pen
he is using here is an ordinary, water

soluble felt-tipped pen to which he adds a

slight watercolor wash.
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Figure 6.27

larry mcqueen (ornithological artist from Oregon)

Pencil sketch of a roadside hawk, drawn on a field

expedition to Peru.

The artist said he did numerous gesture sketches of the

hawk, which had flown into an exposed perch while he

was waiting for other birds. With his telescope on a tripod,

he was able to watch the bird and sketch at the same time.

Figure 6.26

ERIC ENNION
Watercolor studies of several woodland birds.

This page, from his book The British Bird, has been reprinted here from The

Living Birds of Eric Ennion, with commentary by John Busby (London: Victor

Gollancz, 1982). Permission to reproduce granted by the family of Eric Ennion.

Eric advised his students to learn continually from the bird,

"Whoever seeks to do so, must first train himself to

observe and set down what he saw at once and quickly;

and, secondly, should carry a bird's skeleton graven on his

heart ..." (p". 114)
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When sketching birds outdoors, con-

sider that they are always doing something

and they are in that particular habitat for a

reason. Do not just draw a portrait. Rather,

have the bird in a behavioral posture that

tells you something about it as well as about

the habitat it is in. Above all, remember that

in sketching birds outdoors, you are not

drawing them, not yet. You are getting

your eye to look at them better and are

using the pencil (or pen) to help you. If nec-

essary, draw from memory after the bird

has flown off, as was done in Figure 6.23.

Or, do a very diagnostic sketch if feature

description is what you want. Keep your

sketches small and simple. To draw birds

well requires much looking and many
pages of rough, crude, and partial scribbles

before the likeness that you wish for will

begin to form. All good bird artists have

Figure 6.28

Sketching while traveling in the car can

be more rewarding than you might at

first think. Each study can be a com-
bination of numerous views, allowing

you to choose what appears most typ-

ical of the area in which you are

traveling. This type of sketching forces

you to be extremely quick in your

observation and keen in your memory
abilities. It is good training for any

form of field sketching. Try to capture

essence and not detail.
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had years of experience. What they don't

show you is all the drawings they threw

out! Refer also to the section in Chapter 2

on sketching birds and also Chapter 7 (Fig-

ures 7.16 through 7.18, and Figures 7.24

through 7.29).

SKETCHING WHILE TRAVELING

Sketching while you travel, be it by car,

bus, train, or plane, provides great oppor-

tunity to observe with some detail a place

you are passing through. Although your

sketches will be very rough at times, this is

a way of helping you notice tree shapes,

varieties of roadside vegetation, changes

from open field to woodland, species of

passing birds, and so on as you travel from

one region to another. In addition, this can

be a great way of occupying time when you
cannot do much else. It can involve your

fellow passengers as they begin noticing

characteristic features you should record. It

can even develop into a treasure hunt or

another sort of game if children are along.
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Figure 6.29

I have learned much tree identifica-

tion while driving. Comparisons
between trees can be done along a

highway where silhouettes stand out

and wide variety among species often

exists. Keep sketches small and
attempt to convey the essential

nature, or the principal gestalt, of a

tree. Dusk is a good time to draw
trees, when their silhouettes are

clearly revealed.
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Figure 6.30

Quick notation of a hawk spotted while

driving. When I pulled over to the side

of the road to sketch, the bird flew off
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Figure 6.31

William drury (biology professor, College of the Atlantic)

The drawing was done in 1938 on a bicycle trip along the East Coast of the

island of Skye, while on vacation from school. Drury considers his sketchbooks

"my equivalent of a journal of travels."
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Figure 6.32

Drawing can even be done from a plane window. While sketching I took more
careful notice of the beautiful designs in the plowed fields below. On the flight

out, having not sketched I found I remembered little of the topography- By
sketching on return, I became focused on how varied the landscape was as we
flew east.

SKETCHING WHILE
ON VACATION

Some people like to take cameras with them
when they go on vacation. Others like to

take their drawing pads. Still others like to

take both. Try to set aside some time to

draw each day while you are away. In pen-

cil or in color, in a journal or in a sketch-

book, wherever you are and however you
do it, try to choose something to draw that

will be characteristic of where you are and
will be valued on return as a memento of

your experience.

You can sketch while you are hiking,

biking, walking, or sailing. You can sketch

while waiting for others, early in the morn-

ing before anyone else is up or as a memory
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review just before going to bed. Specimens

can be collected and sketched during a

quiet time of day. Since it is really up to you
what you wish to remember and how you
wish to remember it, the "regulations" for

drawing while on vacation are very

loose. Let your writing flow easily into your

drawings but do not let the writing domi-

nate.

Journal sketching is a good way of

drawing on vacation, since it helps give

focus to your trip and helps you select the

key features of the experience. (It is also an

inexpensive way to keep an account of

what you saw and did.) I have two friends

who took their children, aged seven and
nine, hiking for half a year in Nepal. The
children made up for lost school time by
keeping both written and sketched jour-

nals. Undoubtedly, those journals will long

be treasured reminders of a rather unusual

expedition.

Figure 6.33

CLARE WALKER LESLIE

Page sketched in front of a hotel in

Cancun, Mexico.
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Figure 6.34

gunnar brusewitz (Swedish artist/naturalist)

Watercolor sketch done in Queensland, Australia.

When traveling, landscape studies should be kept small

and uncomplicated. It is important to record place, date

and time, and weather as much as possible.

Figure 6.35

wayne trimm (professional artist from New York)

Pencil studies of a Kodiak bear drawn while on an
expedition to Kodiak Island, Alaska in 1978.
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Figure 6.36

Little descriptive studies can greatly enhance letters when one is traveling. The
one shown here was written by John Busby on a trip to the Shetlands to draw
otters for an upcoming book he was illustrating at the time.





Chapter

~i<tsSz~-v
Sketching

by the Water

Water can be sketched in many forms.

Whether you live near a lake, pond, stream,

river, or sea coast, each environment has its

own distinct features and presents its own
specific challenges for the sketcher. But

water can be one of the more intriguing

subjects to draw; it is always changing in

form, always shifting its colors and moods,
and always going somewhere.

It is important to take some time to ob-

serve water, studying its patterns and mo-
tions, watching the play of light and
shadow across its surface, or just looking at

it to try to understand its characteristics,

both scientific and artistic.

The major challenges of drawing water

are in making its surface appear flat (if it is),

convincingly setting it into a given space,

suggesting its liquid and limpid qualities,

and re-creating the patterns of movement,
light, and color along its surfaces. There are

a number of techniques that, once learned,

can make it much easier to draw water. By

studying the illustrations in this chapter,

you will see how varied the methods can

be. But before going on to the specific hab-

itats, let me list a few suggestions you

might try when drawing any form of water.

• Be sure to draw the shape of the water body
carefully and have it angled correctly

toward the line of the horizon. (Ask your-

self: Is it a 20° or a 30° angle where the line

of the water's edge meets the horizon? In

woodland settings, the horizon must be

sensed, since it usually is not apparent.) In

Figure 7.1, the shape of the water body is a

large triangle whose tip forms the central

focus for the drawing.

• Be sure that all major lines describing the

water's surface are horizontal. Any reflec-

tions or shadows can be vertical strips to

suggest the water's reflective qualities. (Be

sure to look at Figure 6.13.)

• Take care to bring banks down to the

water's edge, describe reflections of adja-

cent trees and grasses, and generally con-
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nect water to land. (Look at Figures 7.2

and Figure 7.3.)

• When drawing waves and ripples, pay

close attention to the direction and flow of

the water. Give emphasis to movement by

actually drawing in directional lines (as in

Figure 7.5) or by using contrasts in tone (as

in Figure 7.10).

• Try different media and see how each des-

cribes water, whether it be pen or pencil,

ink wash or colored pencil, watercolor

wash or crayon.

• Try to convey the personality of the water

if it is crashing against a rocky coast, roll-

ing onto a sandy beach, or flowing quietly

through a bit of woodland. This can be

done in styles that range from very ab-

stract to very realistic in conception.

Look at Figure 7.1 to see how these

ideas apply.

FRESH-WATER LAKES,
PONDS, AND MARSHES

Leonardo da Vinci once wrote that "water

is the driver of nature." Without water,

there would be no weather, no rain or

snow, no flow into rivers and into seas. In

fact, without water, much of the world

would become too dry, too hot, or too cold

to support life. Surprisingly, only five-thou-

sandth of this water is fresh. The rest is salt.

Each body of water defines and is de-

fined by its own particular habitat. When
sketching, become familiar with the plants

and animals that live within its depths and
along its banks. What lives beside a north-

ern bog will differ from what lives beside a

southern lake. Geology and temperature

have a lot to do with the formation of a

water body and the life surrounding it. In

Figure 7.1

vvilliam h. walker (American artist, 1871-1938)

La Salle, New York, August 18, 1892. A page from a sketchbook.
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Figure 7.2

Sketched rapidlv, this was done while standing on a hill over the reservoir.

Notice how flat the water's surface appears. This has been achieved by careful

attention to the shape of the reservoir, as well as to laying continuous lines that

are flat across the water surface. The shape of the reservoir is broad not narrow.

To help set the reservoir into a plane that has depth, the foliage in the

foreground is more distinct and darker to make contrast with the less distinct

and lighter background.

addition, conditions are never stable as

lakes become marshes, ponds become
bogs, and streams dry up. Therefore, when
sketching a fresh-water habitat, keep its

history in mind.

WOODLAND STREAMS
AND WATERFALLS

The shape and mood of a woodland stream

is largely defined by the land through
which it passes. Therefore, when sketching

a stream, it is important to consider the

types of trees, rocks, plants, and animals
that surround the passing water. The trees

may create reflections. The rocks may chan-

nel the path of the stream. The plants will

define the adjoining banks, and the animals

will provide clues to the location of the

water as well as to its quality.

If you are hiking beside a stream, stop

for a while. Sit on a rock and just watch

what is happening around you. Take in the

colors, sounds, and sights. Then, with an

easy pencil line, draw in a sketch that will

serve to remind you of this moment of quiet

observation. Look at Figures 7.3 and 7.4 for

ideas.

If the water is moving quickly over the

rocks or is cascading down over some rocky

falls, spend some time experimenting with

ways to draw spray, dropping water, and

swirling dark pools. See Figure 7.5 for sug-

gestions.
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Figure 7.3

deborah prince (illustrator from Massachusetts)

Study of Crum Creek, Pennsylvania, technical drawing pen.

Study how the artist has made the adjacent banks and trees dark to bring out
the light qualities of the creek. Broad at the base and narrow at the top, by
careful designing the creek flows into a deeply set background. Notice also

how, by use of both vertical shapes and horizontal strokes, the artist makes the

reflections on the surface give the water a flat as well as liquid appearance.
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Figure 7.4

Field journal page by a student, done with

felt-tipped pen and colored pencil. Notice

how she has given an impression of the

stream's movement by drawing lines along

the flow of the water. The composition has

been kept simple by concentrating principally

on the path of the stream.

Figure 7.5

Demonstration done for a field sketching class

with suggestions for drawing falling water

over rocks.
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SANDY BEACHES,
DUNES, AND SALT MARSHES

"The great rhythms of nature, today so

dully disregarded, wounded even, have

here their spacious and primeval liberty;

cloud and shadow of cloud, wind and tide,

tremor of night and day. Journeying birds

alight here and fly away again all unseen,

schools of great fish move beneath the

waves, the surf flings its spray against the

sun."*

Most of us have, at one time or an-

other, been on a beach. We have walked

through its open spaces. We have been
blown by its winds and baked by its sun.

And we have watched in fascination the

eternal merging of water with land. But we
have never tired of its scenery. The coast,

where sea meets continent, will constantly

be a source of inspiration and love for

poets, musicians, artists, and for those of us

who have been within its realm.

Ecology of the Sandy Beach,

Dunes, and Salt Marsh

Since continual exposure to water and heat

are primary concerns in a coastal environ-

ment, all animals and plants have adjusted

to use such a specifically defined habitat to

their best ability. During low tide, for exam-

ple, many small fish and crustaceans bur-

row into the sands or mud. At high tide,

they are active and feeding. At night, as the

heat lifts, the beach may come alive with

ghost crabs and minute beach hoppers.

Since beaches are also seasonal in their ecol-

ogy, and the presence of the plants and ani-

mals varies from summer to winter, it is

best to know a beach at more than one time

of year. Also, the various zones across a

beach will determine what species may be

* Henry Beston, The Outermost House (New York: Vik-

ing Press, Inc., 1982), p. 2.

found and where. As shown in Figure 7.6,

the foreshore beach has its own defined

ecosystem that is different from the back

salt marsh. You will not see great blue her-

ons on a sandy beach because they do not

feed on the organisms found there. Nor will

you see dune grasses growing in a marsh
because they thrive in arid sands.

The coast is at once a fragile zone and
an eternal one. Sands are continually shift-

ing, and seasons dramatically change a

beach's image. Human development has

channeled, bulwarked, and destroyed

miles of our coastlines. Yet still the tides

come and go, birds fly north and south over

the shores, and the ancient horseshoe crabs

come each spring to spawn on the sandy

beaches. If we are to be true artist/natu-

ralists, when we next go to the beach we
will obey the "no trespassing, terns nest-

ing" signs and keep our beach blankets off

the struggling dune grasses. Perhaps our

small sketches of the beach and its inhabi-

tants might fall into the hands of those who
will join with us in preserving what coastal

landscapes still remain untouched.

When you go to the beach to sketch,

take along a field guide to birds (particu-

larly to shore and saltwater birds) and a

field guide to plants (particularly of a beach

environment). Take along also a satchel to

keep your drawing equipment from getting

wet or sandy. Be sure to take along a hat or

dark glasses because the glare from the sun

on your paper can make drawing difficult.

Do twenty-minute sketches of various en-

vironments, not spending more time on

any until you find one zone that par-

ticularly interests you; sketch the plants

and various animals you find there and do a

3" x 5" landscape characterizing the view

from that zone. Study carefully the sketches

included in this section, and, if you are

interested, read the books listed in the Bibli-

ography by Henry Beston, Rachel Carson,

John Hay, or others who wrote about sandy

beaches.
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Figure 7.6

CLARE WALKER LESLIE

Diagram in technical drawing pen showing the cross-section of a typical barrier

beach with ocean and beach on one side, and bay and salt marsh on the other.

From At the Sea's Edge: An Introduction to Coastal Oceanography for the Amateur
Naturalist by William T. Fox and illustrated bv Clare Walker Leslie (Prentice-

Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1983).

Reproduced courtesy of Prentice-Hall.
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Figure 7.7

lyla r. messick (biological illustrator)

Sketchbook page of Plymouth Beach.
Lyla, who was interning at Manomet Bird Observatory in Massachusetts, used
a felt-tipped pen for this sketch. She saw this scene as a potential painting,
thus the notes on color. 143
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Figure 7.8

william h. walker (American artist,

1871-1938)

Sketchbook page by William H. Walker
with a study for a potential painting.

How has he designed the composition to

achieve a sense of great distance? How
has he described the sky in contrast with

Figure 7.9? And how has he defined

wave motion here and in Figure 7.9?

Sketching within a frame was a common
technique my grandfather used to help

set the size of his sketch, as well as to

give it a compositional binding. This

sketch is only 3Vi" x 6" and might have

been done quickly before he went back

to his family or further along the beach.

5>**^"

J

Figure 7.9

william h. walker (American artist,

1871-1938)

Sketchbook page of Duxbury Bay,

Massachusetts.

The artist loved to sail. This was one of

many pages he did from a boat. Though
appearing simple, this sketch has

achieved a feeling for space, air, and light

with but a few well-understood strokes.
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Figure 7.10

Studies of waves breaking onto the

beach. Follow the direction of the waves'

passage with your pencil, angling the

strokes along the surface planes. Many
studies such as these should be done if

you are to draw waves with any success.

It also helps to draw waves and water

from photographs where individual

shapes can be analyzed more clearly.
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Figure 7.11

william h. walker (American artist, 1871-1938)

Sketchbook page of Duxbury Beach, Massachusetts, with color notes and
layout ideas for a potential painting.

In those days, artists sharpened their pencils with a knife. They made edges on
the sides of their leads, often keeping the ends blunt. Employing this method,
they could get broad and narrow strokes within one line and achieve dark and
light tones with just a little pressure of the hand. Notice how much tonal

gradation there is in this sketch, as well as variation in line quality. Today, with

our sharp-tipped and harder leads, we use the sides of our pencils less and
often have fewer color ranges in our sketches. This was probably done with a

5B pencil.
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Figure 7.12

Some sixty years later, I was walking on the same beach my
grandfather had once spent so many years enjoying. How different

are the purposes for our sketches and our styles, yet we are both

attempting to use drawing to know the beach better. I had gone to

take a short walk before it rained. All I had with me was a 3" x 5" note

pad and a felt-tipped pen both of which I had casually stuck in my
pocket. Yet, in thirty minutes of walking, because I had these scraps of

paper and so was prepared to record what I saw, I noticed an

incredible amount. In fact, had I not bent down to draw the

wormwood plant, I would not have noticed the horned lark on the

post right beside me. The sketches aren't much but they are clear

memory pieces of a rainy day on the beach, spent alone with the raw

elements. This is a good example of how habitat sketching can be

done with little equipment and minimal technique.
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Figure 7.13

Sitting low beside a dune and out of the cold wind, I sketched before my hands
froze. But I love this study as it captures the mood and simple poetry of a bleak

November beach. (The pencil tones were added when back in the car.)

Figure 7.14

CLARE WALKER LESLIE

Field Sketch of Eastham, Massachusetts (1978)

Observe contrasts in vegetation and in the definition of receding land masses to

attain a sense of distance and space. What methods were applied to give the

marshes their flatness? When sketching landscapes outdoors, it is important to

convey a certain mood of the place and a recognition of the specific season as

well. It was a cold blustery autumn day then, with ducks restlessly moving
about in preparation for their flights south.

v >
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Figure 7.15

The landscape was laid in outdoors and the objects were gathered in my
pockets during a cold winter's walk along the tidal marshes. Back indoors, I

could draw the collections at leisure. A felt-tipped pen was used with pencil for

shading. This is another example of how pieces can be recorded when collected

from a particular habitat. It makes for an interesting treasure hunt to go see

what you can find in a specific location such as ocean beach, bayside beach, salt

marsh, or dune.
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Figure 7.16

CHARLES TUNNICLIFFE

(twentieth century British artist)

Studies of an Immature Herring Gull,

pencil and colored pencil.

From A Sketchbook of Birds by Charles Tunnicliffe,

introduction by Ian Niall (London: Victor Gollancz,

1979) p . 4.

Published by permission of the Tunnicliffe Estate.

Figure 7.17

R. Richard gayton (Illustrator from California)

Attitudes of Marbled Godwit, HB pencil.

In a letter describing his work, Richard said, "I

utilize a method in keeping my field sketchbook that

may be of interest to you. After returning from an
expedition, I will file the sketches in folders appro-

priate to the particular subject. There is a folder for

ungulates, and so on." (Personal communication,

January 1983.)

\
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Figure 7.18

frank w. benson (nineteenth century American artist)

Pencil sketch of a canvas-back duck.

Courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Seamans.

Although Benson was best known as a portraitist, his love of duck hunting in

his native Massachusetts inspired him to do many sketches, as well as etchings

and paintings, of the birds he saw while out in the hunting boat. His ability to

describe the essence of a bird, without much detail or sometimes even

important accuracy of features, has brought Benson respect among many
patrons of bird art.

ROCKY COASTS

Although the topography of a rocky coast

seems to differ from region to region, there

are characteristics common to the rocky

coastlines of the world. All have a shape

that has its evolution in the roots of geo-

logic history, all are harshly refined by sea

and weather, and all provide a challenging

environment for the plants and animals

that cling to their rocks. Scientists have

done zonation studies and found the plant

arrangement, or algal zones as they are

called, to be comparable on Norwegian and

Australian and North American coasts.

Similarly, the species of mollusks, crabs,

fish, and birds that inhabit these regions are

comparable. Therefore, whether you live

on the East or West Coast, in Europe or

America, the rocky coast you clamber along

will have relatives on other continents.



Figure 7.19

nancy s. hart (scientific illustrator from Illinois)

Pebble Beach, Monhegan Island, Maine, July 1982,

A double sketchbook-page drawing done in drawing pen.
Notice the marvelous variety of line strokes used here to contrast the differing
zones on the shore edge—pebbly beach, rocks, branchy debris, grasses, and
woodland evergreens.

Figure 7.20

CLAIRE WALKER LESLIE

Diagram showing the zonation of life on a typical North Atlantic rocky shore.

From At the Sea's Edge: An Introduction to Coastal Oceanography for the Amateur

Naturalist bv William T. Fox and illustrated bv Clare Walker Leslie (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1983).

Zonation on rocky shores comprises a series of bands of varying widths

defined bv specific plants and animals that have adapted themselves to live

best within a given distance from the sea's waves.
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The Ecology of the Rocky Coast

The ecology of the rocky coast may at first

seem less varied than that of the sandy

beach because much of the life occupies

areas on the rock faces, which, at certain

times of day, are either fully or partially

covered by water. In addition, during

storms or during winter, many creatures

disappear into crevices or lie dormant
within deeper sea realms.

In order to sketch along the coast with

any understanding of its natural history, it

is a good idea to become familiar with what
may be found there. Look at the diagram in

Figure 7.20. Locate a field guide or two on
the plants and animals of the rocky coast

near you. Then with guide and sketch book
in hand, set forth for a day of adventure

with only the sounds of the surf and the

crying gulls for company.

Figure 7.21

kathryn m. conway (biological illustrator from New York)

Sketch page animals in a tide pool on the eastern coast of New Zealand's south

Island, done with H technical drawing pencil on tracing paper.

"Upon graduation I received a fellowship to study independently overseas. My
project focuses on the illustration of the flora and fauna of New Zealand, Japan,

and other Asian countries. This sketch page was drawn in the lab. The animals

were kept alive in circulating sea water, and removed for only a few minutes at

a time for observation under the microscope. They were very difficult to draw,

being in constant motion, retreating from the harsh microscope light. The
opportunity to draw live sea invertebrates made me realize how very dead a

pickled museum specimen appears! I am relying on these pencil sketches,

notations and color photographs to complete a full-color painting of tidal pool

life." (Personal communication, March 1983).
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Figure 7.22

steve lindell (British chemist)

D

Sketchbook page of Massachusetts tidal pools drawn with a felt-tipped pen in
an 8K>" x 11" hardbound sketchbook.
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Figure 7.23

Sketched from a car window when it was too cold and windy to draw
outdoors. Felt-tipped pen sketches were smeared with a wetted brush to add a
bit of tone. Having never been to this area before, sketching was a good way to
learn what typified the region.
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Figure 7.24

JOHN BUSBY

Page of seabirds nesting on a rocky cliff

overlooking the Firth of Forth, Scotland.

Although this page was done in the

studio, John used primarily his memory
of the birds and some accumulated

sketches to render a depiction of restless

activity and the interchange among the

birds in a sea bird colony. (John rarely

draws birds from photographs, prefer-

ring the freshness of his field sketches

and the keeness of his own memory.)
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Figure 7.25

Photograph of John Busby (second from

left) sketching with British artist David

Measures and his son.

David is sketching using watercolors

held in a small box in his hand and
washed on with a brush and his fingers.

(His studies were loose, abstract impres-

sions.) I was there with them on the Bass

Rock, Firth of Forth, Scotland on a rainy,

chilly day in June when the seabirds

were at their peak of nesting. The air was
thick with crying and circling gannets,

kittiwakes, shags, and puffins. Sketching

was wild and very exciting. There was so

much commotion and drama, and our

pages kept flapping in the wind and
rain.
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Figure 7.26

CHARLES TUNNICLIFFE
Pencil and colored pencil studies of guillemots From A Sketchbook of Birds by
Charles Tunnicliffe, introductions by Ian Niall (London: Victor Gollancz, 1979),

p. 23.

Published by permission of the Tunnicliffe Estate.

Although Tunnicliffe was a magnificent wildlife artist, he perhaps showed his

greatest skill in his sketches and studies.
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Figure 7.27A

dr. william h. drury (biology professor

at College of the Atlantic, Maine)
Studies of noddies in the South Pacific.

These are part of a sketchbook he kept while on a Navy ship during

World War II.

Figure 7.27B

DR. WILLIAM H. DRURY
Another sketchbook page drawn at the same time as Figure 7.26.

Observe how Dr. Drury has shaped the headlands by the direction
of his pencil.
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TROPICAL SEAS AND ISLANDS

It is the lucky vacationer who gets to leave a

northern winter for the sun and sand of a

tropical island. If you have any room, take

along your sketching gear. During those

moments when it is too hot to do much
else, a quiet time sketching shells or pal-

mettoes or flapping pelicans can provide a

means for remembering just what it was
like when you tell your friends back home.
Sketching can greatly enhance a trip as it is

a tool for focusing on a specific environ-

ment that may be otherwise quite unfamil-

iar and quite overwhelming. It gives you an

opportunity to see just how different or just

how similar this environment is to the one

that you have come from. And, sketching

can be done alone or with others, and it

does not cost a peso to do.

Try to do a sketch page a day, combin-

ing it with any diary you are keeping, with

photographs or postcards, or with any re-

search you may be doing. (Look at Figures

6.33, 7.22 and 7.28 for sketch page ideas.)

However you use your sketching, make it a

part of your daily life, and you will find the

world of nature to be a fascinating and con-

tinually enjoyable companion.

Figure 7.28

carla brennan (artist from Massachusetts)

Field sketchbook page of Mona Island, Puerto Rico, April 1980.

This sketch was drawn with a 2B Drawing pencil.
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Chapter

Tield Sketching as

Treliminary Study

The illustrations included in this chapter

show the various ways that the artist uses

field sketching in the preliminary stages of

working up a finished piece of art, whether

for artistic or scientific purposes. As men-
tioned in earlier chapters, artists use

numerous methods and references when
developing finished pieces. They will draw
from photographs, from previous drawings

and paintings, from skins and mounted
specimens, and from the live animal or

plant specimen itself. But virtually all artists

derive their initial concept of a finished

work from the early sketches, where the

nascent forms are first examined.

Once more, to clarify terms, if a sketch

has been done outdoors without a prear-

rangement of subject material, I use the

word "field sketch." If a sketch has been
done as part of working up a finished piece,

or the subject material has been rearranged,

I call this a "study sketch." A study sketch

may be done indoors or outdoors. A field

sketch is mostly done outdoors. But

remember, much of this is semantics and
may change in definition from artist to art-

ist. Most importantly, remember that

sketches are done as processes in seeing

and not necessarily as finished pieces.

In gathering examples of artwork for

this chapter, I interviewed four artists

whose works are quite different, and yet all

clearly stated again and again how basic to

their art is the time spent outdoors observ-

ing and sketching. Interspersed among the

interviews are examples of studies done by

other artists showing either the process

from initial sketch to finished piece or sim-

ply the original sketches (as in Figures 8.6

and 8.11) if unable to get the final work.

Peg Estey is a freelance natural history

artist based at Harvard's Museum of Com-
parative Zoology and is currently directing

a certificate program in scientific and tech-

nical illustration at the Rhode Island School

of Design/Continuing Education. When I
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Figure 8.1

Leonardo da vinci (Italian Renaissance painter)

Study sketches of rushes, drawn around 1513 from the Royal Library, Windsor
Castle, England.

Permission to reproduce granted by Her Majesty the Queen.

Da Vinci was one of the first artists to look at nature as a subject for scientific

study. He did hundreds of drawings and notes that he had hoped to establish

into an encyclopedia of treatises on such topics as hydrodynamics, aero-

dynamics, the cause of earthquakes, fundamentals of engineering, and various

plant studies. To keep his notes secret, he wrote them in a crvptic fashion.

Today, art historians agree that it was Leonardo da Vinci who first created the

modern concept of scientific illustration.
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interviewed her, she had recently returned

from a trip to the Galapagos Islands where
she had led a group for Lindblad, an organ-

ization that takes groups to see world-wide

places of natural interest. One of her goals

had been to show people the methods and
values of keeping simple journal/sketch-

books. She said that once over the initial

fears and inhibition of drawing, partici-

pants became intrigued with how much
they could record by sketching, more than

by picture-taking. Figures 8.5A and B show
one of Peg's many field sketches and then

the finished drawing done on return for the

Log of the cruise, sent by Lindblad to all

participants.

Figure 8.2

olaus murie (twentieth century

American naturalist)

Field sketches of coyote in pencil and
watercolor wash.

Reproduced courtesy of the Grant Teton Natural

History Association, Moose, Wyoming.

Murie used these field studies which he

sketched in 1928, to help in illustrating

his various scientific writings on North
American mammals and birds. One book
that he is perhaps best known for, A Field

Guide to Animal Tracks, is in the Peterson

Field Guide Series published by
Houghton Mifflin. Dr. Allen W. Stokes,

professor Emeritus of Utah State Univer-

sity said of Murie's work: "There is a

lesson in these sketches. There is no
magic formula for becoming a natualist;

certainly not a college degree in biology.

Instead one must be willing to spend
patient hours in the field, constantly

asking questions . . . Olaus painted, not

with selling any of this work in mind,
but strictly to further understanding of

the animals he was observing."
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Figure 8.3

wayne trimm (wildlife artist from New York)

Life studies of a female short-tailed weasel and young (1956),

drawn in pencil and watercolor.

Trimm used studies such as these when he did the color plates

and pencil illustrations for A Country-Lover's Guide to Wildlife by
Kenneth A. Chambers.

Figure 8.4

beth d. merrick (biological illustrator from California)

Life studies of a western jumping mouse and a deer mouse in

"Ebony" Eberhard'Faber #6325 pencil and smudged pencil tones.

Beth noted, "I sketch road kills and live traps on field trips and
'vacations' in order to compile reference material for future

drawings as well as to increase my understanding. The mice

sketches will be used this year in my Christmas serigraphs."

(Personal communication, March 1983).
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Figure 8.5A

peg estey (natural history artist from Massachusetts)

A field sketch in black ball-point pen of Galapagos marine iguanas, drawn on
site at Punta Espinosa, Fernandino, Galapagos.

Figure 8.5B

PEG ESTEY

Finished drawing of the same subject done with pen and Indian ink on plastic

vellum for the Lindblad Log of the cruise, a document of the trip sent
afterwards to all participants. 163
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Peg had the following comments to

make about the importance of field sketch-

ing in her work as an illustrator:

The act of field sketching allows me an ex-

perience when I can concentrate less on
technique and more on observation

—

when I can simply get down on paper

what I see. It is a direct contact with an

object when nothing intervenes such as "is

this a 'good' drawing," "will it sell," "am I

using the right medium," etc.

For a biological illustrator, accuracy is es-

sential as the work is often used for re-

search purposes. Scientists require precise

representations of their data, so there is no
room for experimenting with form. When
sketching in the field, on the other hand, I

don't have to worry about the 'success' of

the drawing because what will always be

successful is the experience of seeing/draw-

ing.

The best way to remember something is by

drawing it. Anyone can draw what they

are most familir with. In order to learn

something better, to understand it better,

direct observation and a quick sketch of its

elements can teach more than three hours

with an encyclopedia.

I do use photographs in my finished work
for reference on feature details, posture, or

habitat. But, it is my initial field sketch that

I trust the most for the overall accuracy of

gesture and form. I advise students to fol-

low this sequence when using reference

materials:

1. The actual, living specimen

2. Your drawings made from the living

specimen

3. Your photographs made from the liv-

ing specimen and much less useful,

4. Someone else's photographs

5. Taxidermy specimens and study

skins

6. Someone else's drawings

One more advantage of working in the

field is that you can be right there with the

animals. The fresh air is great for the spirit!

Figure 8.6

JOHN BUSBY

Field studies of otters in the Shetland Islands, EE pencil and watercolor wash.

John spent a month up in the Shetland and Orkey Islands doing numerous
studies such as these for a forthcoming book on otters by a British animal

behaviorist. Back at home, he assimilates bits and pieces from all his sketches to

work up the finished drawings.
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Figure 8.7

joyce a. powzyk (biological illustrator from New York)

Series of studies and the final drawing of a grey kangaroo

in Tooloom, Australia.

Materials used: "Various pencils, sketch pad sturdy enough for field work and

binoculars." Final drawing done with technical pen. Joyce traveled to Australia

to gather sketches and ideas for a children's book on Australian wildlife. To

educate children on the behavioral poses and activities of these animals it was

necessary to sketch predominantly in the field. 165
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Julie Zickefoose graduated from Har-

vard University and is now employed as a

freelance bird artist and field naturalist liv-

ing in Connecticut. In an interview with her

concerning her work (see Color Plates 6 and
7 as well as Figure 8.8) Julie had these com-
ments to make:

I divide my time between conservation

work and art work, with inevitable overlap

between both fields. Having been commis-

sioned to illustrate Birds of Insular New-

foundland, I spent part of the summer up in

the countryside there, studying and mak-
ing copious sketch/notes concerning the

birds I must paint as well as their habitats.

These sketches I will rely on heavily when
I go to do the final, color plates back in my
studio.

Looking at a creature with the intent to

draw it is, for me, entirely different from

merely observing it. I may notice that a

golden plover's head is small in proportion

to its body, but when I sketch it, I must

Figure 8.8

julie zickefoose (bird painter and field naturalist from Connecticut)

Field study in pencil of a male and female moose.
In commenting on her experience sketching the male moose seen at a local zoo,

Julies noted, "Simply looking at that moose would never have acquainted me
with just how different it was ... By the time it got up and plodded off, I

understood much more about how a moose is put together than I could have

through any other references."
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Figure 8.9

carol decker (wildlife artist from New Jersey)

Two sketch pages and a final painting

of two red-bellied woodpeckers.

Carol spent many days observing this pair while

they excavated a nest hole and eventually reared

two young. The lifelike description of these birds as

is evident in her painting could not have resulted

without this type of first-hand experience.
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quantify. How small: How does it hold its

head? How large are the eyes? Sketching is

almost like making a series of minute mea-

surements, all over an animal's body. It's

made more challenging when your subject

is alive and moving.

I've always field sketched. In my studio, I

am at sea without my sketches. Their val-

ues are several:

First, a carefully drawn life study is an

invaluable reference—the last word in

accuracy. With color, another level of

information is added. Accuracy—cor-

rectness of form, attitude and color—is my
paramount concern in drawing and paint-

ing. Therefore, I feel comfortable drawing

only organisms with which I've had the

opportunity to become familiar with—in

life. Once I've made sure I am correct in

my rendering, beauty and grace flow in.

Most of my sketches are more pleasing to

me than my finished paintings because

they are the first, unselfconscious efforts

to understand a creature.

Second, sketching is a quick way to begin

the processes of learning to understand a

previously unfamiliar form.

Third, sketching (and drawing) from living

subjects is the best way I've found to battle

off preconception. My greatest enemies in

drawing are my assumptions about what

an animal looks like or how it moves. I

don't like to rely on photographs because

they often can be misleading. But I do use

them for reference. Drawing from my
assumptions would be great if I illustrated

fantasies, but it's not generally approved

of by field guide publishers!

Figure 8.10

TASHA TUDOR
Pages from one of many sketchbooks kept by this well-known and much loved

illustrator of childrens' books.

Permission to reproduce given by the artist.

Tasha Tudor draws what she sees around her immediate home; dogs
intermingle with goats, and children with rabbits. What she sketches often

goes into a colored illustration for one of her many cards or books.
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Figure 8.11

TERRENCE SHORTT
Life studies of a peregrine falcon in watercolor wash (Fort Ross, Somerset
Island, Northwest Territories, 1938).

Terrence Shortt is both an accomplished naturalist and artist. He did many
studies such as these over the years while preparing the various dioramas,

publications, and other illustration work for the Royal Ontario Museum. The

Complete Outdoorman's guide to Birds of Eastern North America by John P. S.

MacKenzie is one of many books in which Shortt's superb pen and ink and
watercolor work can be seen.
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Figure 8.12

kathryn m. conway (biological illustrator from New York)

Steps toward the final scientific illustration of bloodroot,

Sanquinaria canadensis from R. S. Mitchell's contributions to a flora

of New York State V, Berberidaceae through Fumariaceae, New York

State Museum Bulletin 451 (1982).

Reproduced with permission of the Biological Survey, New V>rk State Museum.

a Specimen sketched on location (5 lead mechanical pencil).

b Study from a pressed leaf, with others drawn from pho-

tographs.

c One of several studies from parts of fresh specimens.

d Final drawing, composed from the sketches and done on 3-ply

hot press Bristol board with flexible pen and ink. The
drawings show the whole plant in a natural position, and
include enlarged details of taxonomically important charac-

teristics (i.e., seeds and flower parts).

- vr pAS-AJlxujA -^ XC

Bloodroot, Sanguinaria canadensis

A-Habit drawing B-Capsule C-Seed
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John W. Hatch is a professor in the

Arts Department at the University of New
Hampshire who specializes in water media

landscape paintings of the mountains and

the coast. In the summers, he is on his boat

sailing the northern New England coast, fil-

ling several sketch books with drawings

which contain the seeds for winter paint-

ings.

He takes his students out a great deal

to sketch directly from nature, feeling

strongly that only after perceptive outdoor

observation can one grow to understand

how a landscape can be transcribed into a

picture.

In an interview with the artist, he had
the following thoughts to communicate to

students when starting a landscape:

See the landscape as a compositional

whole first . . . see what is the major focus

and then the various elements that relate

to it. Coordinate the vertical measure with

the horizontal measure. Remember the

whole of the masses are worth more than

the parts. You should strive to make a

coherent statement.

I'm trying to teach perception—the ability

to really see. How do you see something
and how do you interpret it? It may be

different from the way I see it . . . that's

fine as long as what you have drawn is a

valid statement. You can have theory (that

is, perspective) but unless you get out and
look and are able to relate it to what you
see, theory is useless.

I draw to find what is essential in what I

am seeing and to express how I feel about

it. I believe in my sketches more than my
photographs. I can see form better in my
drawings. A photograph helps with color

and detail, and as reference for things I

might have missed. But I prefer the imme-
diate sensation of a drawing to a pho-
tograph.

When asked what tools for sketching he
uses, Hatch pulled out an old rucksack. In it

contained a 12" x 14" drawing board with

papers clipped on, a few sketchbooks, and
a 12" metal tube with a lid, containing his

pens and pencils. The pens are permanent
black, felt-tipped, and the pencils are the

common (yellow) "Dixon" type (because

they have a handy eraser on the end) and
are labelled "soft" or "medium." Simplicity

of field equipment, John finds, suits him
best.

In an introduction to the catalogue of a

show Hatch had written a statement, part

of which is quoted here:

For me, art is visual—physical and mate-

rial—a form.

the forms in my mind are usually better

than those on paper

but I firmly believe there is no form until

the idea

struggles with the material which

shapes that form.

Yet I know art to be more than physical

form—that it is a vehicle that speaks to the

spirit and points beyond itself.

(Addison Gallery of American Art,

Andover, Mass., 1974)

Throughout several phone conversa-

tions with the renowned Canadian wildlife

artist, Robert Bateman, a number of inter-

esting points were made that, with his per-

mission, I am including here. Bateman

trained from his early years as both artist

and naturalist. He said, "I knew by the time

I was twelve that I was going to spend a lot

of my life doing art and a lot of it looking at

birds." He also said, "A great master

teacher once said, Tn order to learn how to

draw you have to make two thousand mis-

takes. Get busy and start making them."

Today, as one of the world's leading wild-

life artists, Bateman is still working con-

stantly to express on canvas his eclectic fas-

cination with the natural world which goes

beyond the mere portrait of an animal and

goes towards making the entire canvas a

work of art.
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Figure 8.13

JOHN W. HATCH
Steps toward a painting, South Point Star 11, 1980.

a First sketch, on site, in pencil in an 8" x 12" sketchbook.

b Compositional study sketch done back in the studio in pencil in a 5K2" x 8V2"

sketchbook,

c Full-scale drawing in pencil on 24" x 48" tracing paper defining final

placement of forms and color values.

d Finished painting South Point Star II, 1980 by John W. Hatch, acrylic on

gessoed masonite, 24" x 48".

John wrote an explanation regarding the series of sketches for "South Point

Star" particularly for this book and I include it here:

"My obsession with the confrontation of land, sea and sky, in what I call the

'edge experience', has led me on many occasions to embark in my boat for

sketching trips to the Isles of Shoal, ten miles off shore (from Portsmouth, New
Hampshire). One August day, I found this granite rampart on the seaward side

of Star Island and was so moved by its elemental presence that I immediately

made a pencil drawing. (See Figure 8.16A) Its full impact is best seen standing

on a precarious slippery ledge at low tide level, leaving little time for lengthy

study, therefore I concentrated on the defiant jutting jaw of this monolith.

That evening as I developed the forms from the initial sketch, it became
apparent that I needed more information about the planes of the rocks to the

left. On the second trip to the site, I drew sketches to study better the forms

describing the bulk of the rock and the island ledge. This time I took

photographs to aid in remembering light and texture.

The first preliminary compositional sketch for painting [Figure 8.16B] empha-
sized the drama of my original confrontational ideas with the bulk of rock high

to the left on a diagonal sliding into the sea with the curving line of the dike

suggesting bulk in counter movement and the sea as a thrusting wedge. After

further development of this theme it was rejected in favor of a more
presentational idea in which the rock itself became the central focus . . . Much
of this development occurred in the full scale drawing on tracing paper [Figure

8.16C] and was transferred directly to the painting panel but others, such as the

dark foreground ledge, developed in the painting process. The painting in

acrylic [Figure 8.16D] reflects my interest in resolving the inherent problems of

the textural integrity of the rock forms with the luminous character of the

bright, light fog of a summer morning."



Figure 8.14A

brian pendelton (landscape painter from Seattle)

One of many preparatory sketches on location.

Figure 8.14B

BRIAN PENDELTON
Final oil painting of Mount Index in Washington State (22" x 33").
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It is my sincere hope that one day the

art museums will recognize the works of

such wildlife artists as Robert Bateman and

others like Louis Agassiz Fuertes, Frances

Lee Jaques, John Busby, and Bruno Liljefors

and give them the exhibition exposure that

they have long deserved beside the can-

vases of the fine artists.

Bateman says of his work:

I have a number of things to say about

sketching. I use it on several levels—one is

for its own sake. I sometimes do what one

might consider sketch journals and do the

sketches as little completed records which

do not lead to future works of art or refer-

ence. They stand or fall on their own. I

also, of course, use sketches and drawings

usually with little notes and arrows on

them as a way of getting more information

for my paintings. As I know you agree, a

photograph is never enough. The other

way that I use sketches is as little thumb-

nails that come out of my head when I am
preparing compositions for my future

paintings.

In sketching, you are really recording fleet-

ing glimpses of action . . . Some of my best

sketches look awful to anybody else. They
look like a four-year-old's sketches. But I

couldn't possibly do the posture of an ani-

mal without these sketches ... I keep a

little sketch pad with me in the car and

may sketch with my right hand if there is

something that catches my eye. These

fleeting sketches will be part of the many
sketches and resources that are used in

preparing a painting . . . Much of my final

Figure 8.15—8.19B
Although Robert Bateman wishes he had more
time to do field sketching on a regular basis,

when he travels he takes his sketchbook with

him, and it is here that he makes his travel notes.

He draws sketches of people on his trip and
works out ideas for new paintings. Because he
travels a great deal and to a wide range of places,

his subjects are broad and cover a period of many
years, dating back to 1946 when he was sixteen.

The five sketch pages included here represent an
example of how one artist uses his sketchbook.

Figure 8.15

robert bateman (contemporary Canadian
wildlife artist)

Wilson's Storm Petrel, Drake Passage,

Antartica, 1979. Black ball-point pen.

Wilson) shrv.
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Figure 8.16

ROBERT BATEMAN
Santa Rita, Arizona, April 10, 1982. Ball-point pen.

Figure 8.17

ROBERT BATEMEN
Phenacomys Vole, Churchill, Manitoba, 1955. Black pen and
ink over pencil.
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sketching I do in paint on the canvas.

Some reference sketches I did when I was
between fourteen and eighteen years are

still used as source material for my paint-

ings and so are very valuable to me ... In

fact, I would say that for many artists their

sketches are more valuable to them than

their final paintings because it was there

that the initial inspiration emerged.

What I am after [in a painting] is form,

space, air, and rhythm. There are artists

who can do lovely loose sketches that do

not translate into paintings. You cannot

get space or form in sketching. You get

more posture and factual evidences. In

order to get the other, you need the hours

of work time in the studio.

What sorts out the amateur from the pro-

fessional? The amateur does not know
how to sort out, leave out, and select.

Rhythmic, clear, clean, and readable is

what a composition should be. Sort out

different things and see subjects individu-

ally . . . Just because it is pretty, it may not

make a good subject.

Although an artist's technique may change

and grow throughout his life, his style of

sketching often does not. Sketching is

really that basic and gut response to some-

thing that, though primitive-seeming, can

be the highest form of art. Many artists'

best work can be seen not in their finished

works but in their initial, spontaneous

sketches.

Figure 8.18

ROBERT BATEMAN
View from Tokyo Hilton, Tokyo, Japan, 1980.

Black ball-point pen with pen and ink

caligraphy.



Figure 8.19A

ROBERT BATEMAN
Gentoo Penquins and Whalebones, Antartica, 1979. Black ball-point pen.

Figure 8.15—8.19B
Although Robert Bateman wishes he had more time to do field sketching on a

regular basis, when he travels he takes his sketchbook with him, and it is here

that he makes his travel notes. He draws sketches of people on his trip and
works out ideas for new paintings. Because he travels a great deal and to a

wide range of places, his subjects are broad and cover a period of many years,

dating back to 1946 when he was sixteen. The five sketch pages included here

represent an example of how one artist uses his sketchbook. Figure 8.19B is the

final painting done several months later by Bateman once he was back in the

studio.
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Figure 8.19B

ROBERT BATEMAN
Painting of Gentoo Penquins and Whalebones done back in the studio, 1979.

Bateman explains that the initial sketch was done because he grew fascinated by
the sculptured forms of the whale bones with the penquins huddled down
beside, appearing miserable in their stage of molt.
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BibUography and

Further Resources

This is by no means a complete list. Use it

as a starting point. If some of these books

seem difficult to locate, work with whatever

books you can find.

TEXTS ON DRAWING
AND SKETCHING

Blake, Vernon. The Way to Sketch. New
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1981.

(Based on the 1929 edition and inter-

esting reading.)

Blake, Wendon and Petrie, Ferdinand.

Landscape Drawing. New York: Watson-

Guptill Publications, 1981. (A helpful

small paperback discussing specific

topics.)

Chaet, Bernard. The Art of Drawing. New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

1978. (One of the better books on

drawing technique with good repro-

ductions.)

Franck, Frederick. The Zen of Seeing: Seeing/

Drawing as Meditation. New York: Vin-

tage Books (a division of Random
House), 1973.

Franck, Frederick. Art as a Way: A Return to

the Spiritual Roots. New York: Cross-

road Publishing Company, 1981.

Gurney, James and Thomas Kincaide. The

Artist's Guide to Sketching. New York:

Watson-Guptill Publications, 1982.

Jamison, Philip. Capturing Nature in Water-

color. New York: Watson-Guptill Pub-

lications, 1980.

Leslie, Clare Walker. Nature Drawing: A Tool

for Learning. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1980.

Nickolaides, Kimon. The Natural Way to

Draw. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany, 1941. (A classic on drawing tech-

nique.)
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Petrie, Ferdinand. Drawing Landscapes in

Pencil. New York: Watson-Guptill Pub-

lications, 1979.

FIELD GUIDES TO
NATURAL HISTORY

The Audubon Society Field Guide to North

American Trees. New York: Alfred A.

Knopf, Inc., 1980. (Good, color pho-

tographs in paperback format.)

Borror, Donald and Richard White. A Field

Guide to the Insects of America North of

Mexico. Boston: Houghton Mifflin

Company, 1970.

Burt, William H. and Richard P.

Grossenheider. A Field Guide to Mam-
mals. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany, 1964. (Still a classic.)

Gosner, Kenneth L. A Field Guide to the

Atlantic Seashore. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1978.

Palmer, E. Lawrence. Fieldbook of Natural

History. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1974. (A concise compen-
dium of the entire natural kingdom,

valuable as a reference text.)

Peterson, Roger Tory. A Field Guide to the

Birds (Revised edition). Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1980.

Peterson, Roger Tory. A Field Guide to West-

ern Birds. Boston: Houghton Mifflin

Company, 1940.

Peterson, Roger Tory and Margaret

McKenny. A Field Guide to Wild Flowers

(of Northeastern and North Central Amer-

ica). Boston: Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany, 1968.

Petry, Loren C. and Marcia G. Norman. A
Beachcomber's Botany. Chatham, Mass.:

The Chatham Conservation Founda-

tion, Inc., 1963.

Rabkin, Richard and Jacob Rabkin. Nature
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/
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